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ABSTRACT

Behavioral- and physiological adaptations for thermo-

regulation were examined in rel-ation to season in the

muskrat, Ondatra zibethicus. Avoidance of macrocl-imatic

stress was a'ctributed primarily to the construction and

selective use of multipJ-e shel-ters. Between November, I973,

and July, 19?5, air temperatures in Del-ta Marsh ranged

from -J) to 34"C, whereas temperatures record.ed from within
lodges, burrows, and pushups varied from -9 to 3OoC. The

range of mean temperatures (3 to 25"C) recorded from within
occupied lo<Lges and burrows during this period approximated

the thermoneutral- zone of this species. In winter, group

occupation of lodges resulted in nest chamber ternperatures

that averaged zOoC (range = tL to 35"C) frigtrer than external-

air temperature. Tn summer, high lodge temperatures

appeared to favor the al-ternate use of open nests and

burrows

Most activity took place within a t5 to 25 m radius

of a lodge or burrow. Although muslcrats were predominant1y

nocturnal, intermittent activity occurred throughout the

day, with a mean periodicity of J.B hours in summer, and

6.2 hours in winter. Pronounced inter- and intra-indivirlual
variability in daily activity ensured continuous, or nearly

continuous occupation of winter lodges by a variable

number of muskrats, and hence facilitated microcli-mate
lri:,:'
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stability. Daily variation in activity and weather were

weakly correl-ated during both summer and winter.

Field studies indicated little seasonal variation

ín either l-evel or daily amplitud.e of body (abdominal)

temperature. fn juveniles during summer, and in adul-ts

during winter, body cooling accompanied foraging activity,
and was retarded by periodic withdrawal- from water. Net

body temperature decfine during winter foraging seldom

exceeded 2oC, and was relatively independent of foraging

time for excursions exceeding 40 min duration. In add,ition

to periodic rewarming within feeding lodges and pushuPS,

muskrats appeared to avoid hypothermia during winter

foraging by elevating body temperature prior to entering

water. This elevation was related to foraging time, being

maxj-mal (mean increase = t,2oC) for excursions exceeding

4O min duration. Comparabl-e increases were not observed.

in summer.

In the laboratory, no significant seasonal- differences

were observed. in resting metabolíc rate over an air tem-

perature range of -tJ to 3OoC. During winter, huddl-ing by

three muskrats resulted in a 33 percent red.uction in the

slope of thennal conductance at air temperatures between

-q and 10"C. Body ternperature was independent of air
temperature between -20oC and 30oC, but body cooling in
water occurred at aÌl- temperatures bel-ov¡ SOoC in summer,

and,ZJoC in winter. Cooling rates in summer exceeded those

in winter (p<,01) at aLl water temperatures tested (6 to 30oC). I i;',.' ,
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Abdominal cooling of muskrats swimming in water at 2oC

during winter was accompanied by an increase in the tem-

perature of interscapular brown adipose tissue, impJ-ying

an active role of non-Shivering thermogenesis in retarding

hypothermia.

l-r-L
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Thermal homeostasis in small ma.mmal; is often viewed

as a compromise between behavioral- evasion of cl-imatic

extremes, and physiological responses to "unavoidable"

environmental- stress (Hayward, 1965; Brown 1968; Muul 1968t

Hart I}TL), Of particular interesi are those species of

non-hibernators whích have dispersed over broad geographic

ranges with markedly different macroclimates. One such

mammal is the muskrat, Ondatra zibethicus (tink). This

semi-aquatie rodent j-s endemic to North America, where its
range extends from Louisiana coastal- marshes in the south,

to -bhe arctic tundra regions of nor-chern Canada and Ataska

(Errington 1963), Following introduction into Czechoslovakia

in 1pOJ, 0. zibethicus spread rapidly through continental

Europe (Storer Lg3?), and its present range in Eurasia

incl-udes Scandinavia and Russia (Erringt on 1963) ,

Al-though the general ecology of this species has been

extensivel-y studied (Dozi.er 1948; Bellrose 1950; Fufler
L95I; Stevens L953t Sather 1958), ìrnowledge of thermo-

regulatory capabil-ities was, prior t.o this study, limited
to l-aboratory i-nvestigations (Hart L962; Johans en 1962 i

Shcheglova 1965; McEwan et aI . Ig?4). Before thermoreguJ-ation

in the muskrat can be ad.equately described, intensive fiel-cl

research is required. A need exists for detail-ed studies of

the microenvironment in nature, and the extent to which the -..'.'



muskrat modifies its microclimate from season to season.

In-depth analysis of acti.¡ity and body temperature patterns

should provide additional insight into the rol-e of behavior

in temperature regulation in this species. Aside from

behavioral acl,aptations, it is desirable tc knrcw what basic

physiological adjustments the muskrat undergoes during

seasonal- acclimati zation.

It is the aim of the present study to overcome some

of these deficiencies in our knowledge through the adoption

of a broad, fiel-d-oriented approach to temperature regulation

in O. zibethicus. This subject is examined in rel-ation to

season, with major emphasis on adaptations to col-d in
wínter. The thesis is comprised of thpee major paris witli

supporting appendices. In consecutive order, these parts

deal with: (1) structural- and thermal aspects of the micro-

envj-ronment, (2) aetivity and body temperature patterns

of free-ranging animals, and (3) thermoregrrlatory capabilities

of seasonal-Iy-acclimatized muskrats in the laboratory. The

third part is foll-owed by a note on winter movements and

home range in the muskrat. This note comprises data which

is ancil-lary to the central theme, and its inclusion in
the thesis is motivated by the pauciiy of existing data on

winter home range in this species.
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the structural and thermal features of

microenvironments is fundamental to studies of homeotherm

energetics. In the past, microcl-imate studies have tended

to emphasize the thermal- buffering role of either sub-

terranean (Kennerly I96Ll; Haylard 1965; Breyen et aI I9?3)

or subnivean (Pruitt 1957; Coulianos and Johnel-s 1962;

Ful-ler et al- , L969 ) microhabitats. fn many of these studies,

problems of accessibility have precluded measurement of
nest conditions directly. Such information is avai-labl-e

for only a few genera, including Microtus (Stark 1963),

Neotoma (Brown 1968), Spermophilug (ïriang 1972), and Cas;bo_r

(Stephenson l-968) .

One species for which the microenvironment is readily
accessibl-e to investigation in summer and winter is the

muskrat, Ondatra zibethicus. Basically a burrowing rodent,

this semi-aquatic microtine normal-ly excavates a bank burrow

along bodies of water bounded by abrupt shorel-ines. !{here

shoreline relief is gradual, 0. zibethicus instead erects

conspicuous mounds of emergent vegetation into which it
burrows and excavates one or more resting chambers and

associated passageways (Johnson L925; Seton 1929; Vrlarwick

1940; Bel-l-rose l95o; Errington 1p6J).

To date, much of the impetus for study of the micro-

habitat of this species has stemmed from economic damage

j':1::
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to earthen embankments (Vùarwick Ig4O; Beshears and Haugen

I95Ð, as wel-l as from management practices associated with

fur harvesting (Dozier L94B; Bel-lrose I95O; Fuller I95tt
Stevens 1953). Consequently, little attention has been

given to the potential significance of these shelters in
temperature regulation. fn view of the broad. distribution
and year-round activity of 0. zibethicue (Erríngton 1963),

. shelter construction may constitute a vital thermoregulatory

adaptation in this species.

It is the objective of the present study to examine

the physical microenvironment of 0. zibethicus inhabiting
a prairie marsh ecosystem. Particul-ar attention is given

to seasonal modification of microclimate resulting from the

construction anC occripat-ion cf varj ous types of shelters.



MATERTALS AND T@THODS

Study Area

Field studies were conducted. in the western sector

of Delta Marsh, located on the southern shore of Lake

Manitoba, Canada (50"11-'N; g}o23'Ví). The marsh comprises

a heterogeneous serj-es of shallow bays and interconneeting
:

channels and. creeks, which are generally less than I m

deep, and never exceed 3 m (Ïrlalker ;196Ð ; The prineípal

emergents bord.ering the bays and channels are cattail '
lvprrá iatifoiiâ, and bulrush, Seirpus trlp., whereas

higher, Seasonally-flooded areas are d.ominated by coflImon

reed, Þfrâiemitès óômmuàis, and sprangle-top, Sôñôiò¿,h1ôà

festucâcéé. The predominant submergents are the porrd.vreeds,

Potamoseton Ðp. anA Uiviiôpñvffum spp. A detailed. account

of the vegetation of Delta Marsh is given by hlalker (L96il.

The climate is characterized. by high summer and low

wj-nter temperatures with annual variation often approaching

?O to ?5"C (Monthly Record, Metereological gbservations

in Canada, Envj-ronment Canada). Mean monthly temperatures

are generally below OoC from November to March, and above

tOoC from May to September.

Microhabitat Physiognomv

External and. internal configurations and dimensions

were recorded from I burrow system and 39 dwelling lodges

tl . _:

¡ :1ì: '
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in summer (June and July, I9?l+, I9?5), and. from 2f dwelling
lodges, 23 feeding lodges (feeders), and 1p pushups in
winter (Ncvember through March , 19?3-24, L9?4-Z il . Vrtinter

shelter definitions fol-l-owed Dozier (1948) and Ful_t_er (f95f).
Various external- features of shel_ters were exami_ned,

incl-uding cornposition, distance to open water, J-ength, width,
and height above water surface, and lvater depth. fn winter,
ice thickness, snow depth, and distances between associated

shel-ters were also measured. rnternal- configuration was

determined by dissection. The number and rerationships
of nest chambers and plungeholes were record.ed_, âs were

maximum wall- thickness, chamber dimensions (length, wid.th,

ceiling height), plungeho]-e diameter, and floor-to-water
distance. Measurernents 1ÁIere m.ai.e with a rnete:' stick anci

steel tape, except for distances exceeding 5 m, whi-ch were

determined by pacing (estimated accuracy: t þ p"*"ent).
At the conclusion of observations, every effort was made

to reconstruct l-odg€s, and in winter, to restore a heavy

mantl-e of snow.

Ambient Tempera-bure

Ambient temperature (Tr) recordings were obtained with
a battery-powered, p-channel Grant Miniature Temperature

Recorder equipped with Type C (smal_t) thermistor probes

(Grant rnstruments IDevelopments] rtd. ) . This instrument
provided automatic recordings at hourl_y or half-hourly

'::.:.ìi:i:ì,1
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intervals from coaxi-al thermistor leads ranging in length

from 6 to 100 m. Atlowing for maximum error from all
potential sources, Bocock (L9?3) tras estimated the

accuracy of this temperature recorder to be within
! 2.5"c. However, a calibration check of nine thermistor

probes immersed in a stirred, aleohol-water bath ind.icated

that the ínstrument used during most of this stud.y was

accurate to withir, 1 0.5"C over a T^ range of -?.5 to 35"C.a
The temperature recorder was housed in a weather-

proofed, st¡rrofoam-1i-ned, pl¡rwood. box (90 x 6O x 6O en)

that required heating in winter. In L9?3-?4, heating

was accomplished b¡r placing the box in a prefabrieated.

metal shed (IgZ x 1,45 x 1,92 cm), and. venting warm air
from a .catal¡rtic tent heater (Coleman fnc. ) into the box

via a furnace el-bow duct mounted in the Latter. In the

winter of 1974-?5, the above weather box was located.

approximately 1BO m from a University of iHanitoba Field
Station building from which an electric cord extended to

the box. A goose-neck lamp (1OO watt bulb) wired to a

household wall- thermostat (Honeywell fnc.) provided. a

reliable, sílent mode of heating.

To avoíd damage by muskrats and. other rodents,

thermistor leads were suspended above ground. and. water

wherever possible, and probes were encased in copper

or alu-minum tubing ( 0.6 cm diam) tor v¡ater and lodge ,

pushup,and burrow chamber measurements. For shelter
j-nstrumentation, the tubing was cut to a length approximating
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wal-l- thickness, and was crimped at one end, This end was

inserted irrto the waII until it protruded 3 to ? cm insid'e,

and a thermistor lead was threaded into the tube as far

as the crimp and taped in position. In burrolvs and winter
'.-.'. 

.' -,.t :t., -t,' -t 
t..

'-.: .::
lodges it was necessary to drive a sharpened steel rod

(0.6 cm d.iam) thrcugh the soil- or frozen wal-l before

inserting a tube ' At the completion of all observations' 
, 

,,;,,),,;:,;t,,:,,,;.,,,;;;

each structure was carefull-y dissected to determj-ne the , ''.,',,' :i'

precise location of the thermistor. Automated T" record- 1.,',¡,;;ri:,,,.,;,¡.
i-aj :':irli: j::!.'.]

ings were obtained from a total of four lodges and three

bank burrows ín summer, and from eight lodges and four

pushups in winter. Burrow temperatures were record.ed,

from two shall-ow chambers located. 7 to 20 cm beneath the

soil surface, and from a single deep chamber situated

at a depth of 45 cm in the soil-

Efforts to encase thermistor probes in plastic rather

than metal shielding invariably resulted in the destruction

of the lead.s by muskrats, and. metallic protectíon was ,'' .- .,'.' ..'-.
.i.::, ,: 

'., 
¡t¡ -:¡,,,,::,

deemed essential-, despite potential error ,due to thermal 
.:,,'r,--,-i,ì :

conductivity. A comparison of metal- and plastíc- 
:':::':::::'::::::::

shiel-ded probes fixed in an "artificial- lodge" during

summer, however, fail-ed to reveal any deieetable dif-

ferences in Ta

Owing to scal-e l-imitations of the temperature recorder

in use during the winter of 19?3-?4, no ambient air
temperatures were recorded at that time. However, daily

maximum-mj-nimum air temperatures were available throughout
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this study from the Unj.versity of Manitoba Field Station
situated within 2 . J km of al-l- observation sites . In the

summer of I9?4, air T, was measured with a thermistor
probe shielded by an alumj-num foil- cylinder (.0.6 cm

diam) suspended 46 cm above the water in a stand of
g. latifotia. In the following winter and during the

summer of 7975, air T. was measured with a probe housed

j-n a Stevenson Screen fJ cm above ground level in a mixed

stand of P. communis and T. latifolia. Shal-low (j to ZO

cm) and deep (30 to 50 cm) water temperatures were

recorded. from probes fastened to a stake driven into the

marsh bottom. The variabil_ity in water depth at each

of the l..atter two record-ing siies resul-ted fr.cm fluctuating
water levels in the marsh.

Use of Radio Telemetrv

With the exception of Lodge Nos. 3 and, 4, al_l- burrows,

lodges, and pushups instrumented for recording T" were

situated within the home ranges of transmitter-equipped

muskrats. Telemetry observations assisted in the ver-
ification of the occupied/abandoned status of these

shel-ters. rn addition, the "radio-tagging" of all muskrats

occupying T,oclge No . 5 d-uring winter , I)?4-? j, permitted.

comparison between lodg" Tu. changes and the presence or

absence of the resident animals.

The FM 'transmitter used in this study has been

described extensively by Vùang (tgZZ), Each transmitter
i,', : ' .-.:,-'...:..:j
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was surgically implanted into the abdominal cavity, and

the continuous tone that it emitted was received on the

FM band of a transistor radio (Sony AM/FM Cassette-

Recorder, Model CF-350 and CF-400). Details concerning

telemetry instrumentation and monitoring techniques are

provided in Part II.

:':':

i.:.;..':1.:.
l-1 .

iì: '-: ì:::.
lì::::ll l:ì
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RESULTS

Summer Microhabitat

Bank Burrows

The use of bank burrows in Delta Marsh was restricted
mainly to dykes and natural- embankments flanking charurels, 

',.',.,il,,,-,,

ditches, and occasionally sloughs. Dissection of one ,..,,,,,1

¡',.'', ':
burrow system revealed a complex labyrinth of chambers

and passageways located at various depths in the soil pro-

file (nig. 1, Table 1). Probing with a steel- rod indicated

vertical stratification of chambers in other burrow complexes. :

I

Surface chambers were frequently identified by the presence 
l

of fresh vegetation-mud "plastering" on the bank exterior. f l

The extent of burrow systems was reveal-ed further by i

telemetry observations indicatíng underground animals as

much as 3 to 6 m inl-and along dyke embankments. Burrow r',,::,:,

i,, j:, :,

entrances were always submerged, and. shal-low trenches 
,,,'

were sometimes observed leading to deeper water. Evidence ì::':r:ì:

of trenching was al-so present along the shoreline opposite

some summer lodges, and at three sites l-ocated in June , 
:,.,,:,,,,

L974, these gave way to shalf ow inland burrows, all- within i:,'r,'

15 m of respective lodges

Lodges

The most conspicuous shelter encountered in Delta
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional configuration of a single

burrow system (No. 1) located in a shallow ditch in

Delta Marsh. The sketch illustrates resting chambers

(a through 1), interconnecting passageways, and external

entrances. Dimensions and depths of resting chambers

are presented. in Table 1. A. thermistor probe was situated

in chamber a, This complex was occupied by a transmitter-

equipped. adult mal-e, âs well as an adult female and at

least one l-itter of young in June and. July , Lg?Lþ. It
was dissected. in October of the same year, after water

had receded and the burrow was abandoned.

i:';a:ìr, ,:-¡
t,. .j,
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Marsh was the dome- or conicat-shaped lodge. Though semi-

floating, these structures usual-Iy extended to the botton

substrate, and were often anchored to surrounding emergent

vegetation. The mean distance from a lodge to the edge

of the emergent zone bordering on open water was 5.3 n

(range - O to 24 m; n = 1þ), and the mean water depth

at the Ìodge site was 4Z cm (range = 10 to ?I cm; n = ?4),

Lodges were usually composed of the dominant emergent

vegetation in the area, interspersed with Potamogeton spp.

and bottom detritus. The majority of lodges were located

in stands of T. latifolia. Thus, of þ1 lodges examined,

37 consisted principally of T. l-atifolia, and the remaining

+ of either P. communis or Scirpus spp. The only evidence

of preferential selecti-on occurred in stands of P. communis,

where T. latifol-ia represented 50 percent or more of the

construction material (n = 5 lodges),

Each lodge contained one or more spherical or elliptoid

nest chambers l-ined with compacted, longitudinally-shredded

I. l-atifolia or Scirpus spp. Inlhere more than one nest

chamber was present, they tended to be horizontally dis-

placed., and were often interconnected (FiS. 2A). Entrances

were submerged in all lodges examined. External- and

internal- dimer.sions are su.mmarized in Table 2,

Open Nests and Feeding Platforms :

In summer, muskrats sometimes constructed open nests

which resembl-ed the lodge nest chamber described above, but ffi;*
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rill'ltrl

Figure 2. Internal configuration of representative

summer and winter shel-ters used by 0. zibethicus

( l-ateral- view) .

A - Summer lodge

B - Occrtpj-ed wi-nter dwelling lodge

C Aband.oned. winter dwelling lodge

D Winter feeding lodge

E,F,G,H - Winter PushuP tYPes

Ø - Structure composed of vegetation

EI - rce

Solid hori zonta]- Iine - Inlater surface



LODGES l mm = 2.5cm.

PUSHUPS I mm = 0.5cm

F

l.i.:itìÈil
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Table 2. Summer and winter todge measurements 4

Varìable Summer Dwelling
Lodges

lrlinter Dwelling
Lodges

hlinter
Feeders

External

Length

htidrh

Height

Internal

!úaIl- thickness

No, plunge
holes per
chamber

Plunge hole
diarn.

No. chambers

Chamber lengih

Chamber width

Chamber height

Floor-.water
distance

tt+src.6)
81-24¿+
39

!2t ( 5 .9)
48-2o3
39

48(1.8)
33-8t
38

23(0.9)
11-38
46

1,_((o.r)
t-3
rA

i2(o .9)
8-t5
7

t.9(0 .2)
t-?
3t+

25(o .5)
L5-38
6o

23(0.4)
1-5-29
6o

t5(0.2)
L0-20
58

12(0.8)
o-22
4t

!64(? .r)
L07 -254
27

14? (6 .8)
84-244
27

70(2.5)
44-104
27

46(t.9)
28-79
3o

2,2(O,I)
7-3
20

t6(2 .5)
9-23
5

1.2(0.1)
aa
L-)

20

4e3.6)
23-89
23

37 Q.6)
L5-72
23

22(L.t)
t44t+
23

24(2.4)
5-tû
L5

80(3.3)
53-Lt2
23

62(3.2)
30-94
23

36(r.9)
20-58
¿L

18(1.5)
8-37
24

1.J(0.1)
t-2
24

18(1.¿l)
LI-25
t2

1.1(0.1)
L-2
24

33Q.e)
23-66
25

25(7.4)
L8-53
24

22(L.4)
t3-46
25

9(2.3)
0-25
t6

j',,.,t:,

i,:_ :.1i-l

' 

i .;¡, .¡ r::lir

l::::t.l

a_-Summer measurernents made June l-Ju1y !, I9?4,
measurements made Nov. 26-April 13, I9?4-?5t
in cm.

h"luean (standard error)
Range
Sample size

L9?5¡ wínter
all dimensions
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without a ceiling. These open nests were often located

beneath over-hanging emergent vegetation, and were usually

cl-ustered within a 50 m radius of a dwelling lodge.

During the period of open water, muskrats also made 
::,,,,..

extensive use of feeding platforms. These were simply

fJ-oating, or semi-floating mats of rejected food items

(mainly T. latifolia and Scirpus spp.) upon which anintals 
,t:.,,:,,:,

rested while feeding. Feeding platforms were always 
':..1i1r,

situated within the emergent zone, and again, tended to r:-,',: ,

: '', .' '. : '.:

beclustered'aboutacentral1odgeorburrowsystem

I¡linter Microhabitat 
,

I

j

Bank Burrows :

No data are avaj-l-able concerning the use of burrows 
I

by muskrats during winter in Delta Marsh. Efforts to

monitor nine transmitter-equipped, bank-burrowing muskrats

during the winter of L9?4, faited, owing to the emigration i.,,.,,,

of all- implanted. animal-s from their burrows in late '",,,,':','':: :. :::_
:.::i:.:

October (see Part II).

Lodges

The tocation, wa-ten depth, and general construction

of winter lodges resembl-ed those described for summer.

Winter lodges were differentiated into dwelling and feeding

shel-ters primarily on the basis of external- size (Fig, 2B

and. 2D, Table 2), The floor-to-water distance was al-so
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' .',

much reduced in feeders (Table 2), in which the floor

often sloped gradualty into the water, and was sometimes

totally submerged. The preval-ence of rejected food items

on the floor and in the plunge hole also typified 
.;:,,

feeders. The mean distance between a dwel-ling l-odge and. ;.:::

its associated feeder v¡as 11.3 m (range = 1.1 to 23,2 m;

n = 1,9). 
..:..;,.: .

External and nest chamber dimensions , wal-I thickness, 
;-1,.+,

and floor-to-water distance were al-l- significantly greater ,:

in winter than in summer d-well-ing lodges (Student's t-test, :i":''l':

P <.Ol). There also tended to be fewer chambers in winter

Iodges (Tab1e 2), and when more than one was present, they 
,

were vertically rather than horizontally displaced (FiS.

2C). In winter, the occurrence of more than one chamber 
I

per l-odge was only observed iate in the season. In all 
l

36 lodges dissected between Novemb er 26 and February L6,
'

for example, only one chamber per lodge was recorded'

In contrast, 2 lod.ges with 1 chamber, 4 with 2 chambers 
,,,,.,.,,,r

and- 2 with 3 chambers were documented between Februaty Ll 
,,,,,1,i.':, ::, :

and March 22 , Unlike the loose, porous wall- often observed ;::::r.'l

in summer, that of the winter lodge was a compacted matrix

of vegetation which became solidly frozen through most of

its depth as winter ad.vanced. .' ,,,

Pushups and Air Spaces

Pushups varied from simple ptugs of frozen submergent

vegetation in ice cracks to rel-atively large domes of the f-.ìÌ:ij
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same material- enclosing an open plunge hole and adjacent

resting shelf (Fig. 2E through 2H, Tabl-e 3). The majority

of pushups encountered in this study were of the type

depicted in Fig. 2F. These structures tended to be

tocated. either within the zone of emergent vegetation,

or 18 to 30 m from this zone, over open water. The mean

distance between a dwel-l-ing lodge and its associated push-

up was 38.? m (range = ? ,6 to t21 .9 m; n = 19) . Both

feeders and pushups were usually clustered within a 50 m

radius of a central- dwelling lodge, and often occurred in

a "stepping-stone" pattern (Part IV). Pushup construction

reached a peak in l-ate November and early December; from

the end of December until March the nurnber of active

pushups decl-ined steadily irr both years.

As winte": progressed, air spaces commonly foz'meC

between adjacent layers of ice in the emergent zone (FiS.

2H) . Tel-eme'try and evidence of feeding activity revealed

that muskrats made extensive use of these.

Ice Formation and Snow Accumul-ation

During the winters of L973-14 and. 1974-?5, ice covered

the marsh by mid-November, and thawed by the end of April.
By l-ate February of both years, shall-ovr portions of the

marsh had frozen to the bottom.

In both years, cumulative snowfal-l increased steadily

between Decenber and March. Owing to strong prevailing

winds, snow distribution was extremely irreguLar in the

iri::_;r:i_. '



Table 3, lniinter pushup measurements (cm) recorded between Nov. 26, I)14 and
April 13, l-975

External Dimensions

Length Vüidth Height

X 3? Q.3) 25G.6)

R 23-56

n

l{ote: winter pushup = types
n = sample size

19 19

14-41

15(0.9) ? (0.6)

Wall-

Thickness

B-23 2-r3

Chamber Dimensions

1B

Length

23Q.7)

F and. G (FiS, ?); Í = mean(standard error); R = range;

tg 1,9

Width Height

t0-46

t7G.2) 11(0.6)

to-37 5-L4

hlater Depth

Lg 1,9

4z

28-57

1+

N)
F
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marsh. Open bays and channel-s remained windswept through-

out most of the winter, and pushups in such locations

received little, if âflV, snow accumulation. 0n the other

hand, stands of emergent vegetation (especiarly T. tatifolia) 
,,,,,,,,,,

retained a considerable amount of drifted snow, and by

January and February many of the J-odges examined were

cornp1ete1yenve1opedbeneathaleve1mantIeofsnow7to
i: : ::_..:t. .

30 cm deep at the lodge peak. li';'"',",''

Summer Microclimate

In the two suTnmers of study , ait T- ranged from p.0

to 3l+,0"C, while deep and shallow water T" ranged from

10.O to 24,0"C, and from 12,5 to 3!.5"C, respectively

(Table 4) . As expected, deep water T, lagged behind air

T, in ea.rly summer, but by the end of Ju-Iy, th.is trend

was reversed. In L9?4, air and wate" T" reached a peak

in the latter half of Juty, and then subsequently declined.

As indicated in FiS. 3, lodge T* was el-evated above

air and water T- d.uring most hours of the dty, with a mean

daily amplitude of onl-y 2 to þ"C. Surnmer lodge temperatures

varied from L3,5 to 30.OoC (taUle 4), and a comparison of

mean daity values indicated that the fatter averaged 2.zo1

and 4.4oC higher than air and water Tr. respecti''¡efY.''

Regression analysis indicated a strong correspondence be-

tween mean daily lodge 1^ and mean daily air and water T,

d.uring the period June 1 to August 16, J-974 (n'ig. 4).

At this time, the regressiotì correl-ation between lodge ::ri.l:r.':;
.'-::t':.1

:

.:.



Thermistor
site

Table 4.

Dwelling
Lodge

Summary of hourly anrbient temperatures (oC) recorded in Delta
Marsh during sunmer (L9?4,I9?5)a

Month (year)
monitored

No .1
No .2
No .3
No.4
No.5

ShaLlow
Br.rrrow No.1 A,(74

No.2 J,J,(75)

J,J,A , (?+)b
J,J ,A, (?þ)
Juty, (?4)
Jul-y, (74)
J,J,(75)

Deep
Burrow

Shallow
Water No.1 J,J ,4, (74)

No.2 J,J,(?5)

n
( aays )

No.1 June, (?5)

Deep
l¡rlater

Air

Me',l.r hourly
Ta (S.E. )

4Z zz.44Z zt.6
24 23,2
n 24.9t5 23.9

No .1
No .2

No .1
No ,2

"M"¡or observation intervals: June I-tI+, t8-25, July 6-30, Aug. L3-t6, ]rg?4; June 6-Ju1y 10,
r97 5

b Âbìrre*riatlons: June, Juty-J; August-A

72
10

6

46
t7

o,t2
0 .09
0.10
0.11
0 ,14

J,J,A, (74)
J,J,(75)
J ,J ,A, (?ll)
J ,J , (?5)

Range

!8,6
78.7

:''ì lÌ:
;lir,1r:t',t i::

t3.5-3o .o
15.o-29 ,5
r7 .5-29.o
19,O-29.0
19.o-29,o

16.5-t9.5
77 .0-2o.5

0.04
o .0¿+

e.þ(0.06)

Mean(S.E. )

Daily Amplitude

+z
3t+

18.7(0.10
22.6(o .t6

3,t+
3.5
4.3
4.1
2 .l+

r+7

J4

t? .4(o .tt
t7 .? (o .09

0.29
o,22
o,23
0.66
0.25

8.5-11.0 0.5

79 .? ío .t5
1g.o(0.16

Range

12.5-28.0 3.812.5-3L.5 8.0

0.6
1.1

o .5-9 .o
1.5-7 .o
2 .5-6 .5
t .5-9 .5
t .o-5,0

0.06
o,Ig

to.o-24.0 1 .2(o.73)
tt.5-22.0 1.4(0.14)

o.t7

1o.o-34.0 11.9(0.48)
9.0-29.0 9.5(0.48)

0.5-1 .0
o .5-2 ,5

0 .0-1 .5

1 . o-8.5
4.0-L5.5

0.35
0.90

o .5-3.5
0.4-4.0

5.o-t9,o
3.5-15.5
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Figure ), Mean hourly arnbient temperatures recorded

in Del-ta Marsh during July, I9?4, L9?5. Numbers in
parentheses identify dwelling lodges. Shal-low burrow

temperature was monitored Juty I-5, L975 (n = 5 days);

all other sites were nonitored July 6-30, I9?4 (n = 24

days), and. July 1-10, I9?5 (n = 10 days). Representative

?4{nour record.s of ambieni temperature in July are pro-

vided in Appendix 1.
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Deep water
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Figure l+, Regression analysis of mean daily dwelling

lodge T, in rel-ation to air and water Tr, summer and

winter. Values are based on hourly temperature recordings

in Lodge Nos. L and, 2 in summer (June l-July J0; n = 44

days), and Nos. I and þ (occupied) and Nos. 7 and 9

(a-banr1one,l) in wj.nter (Nov. 26-Jan. 5; n = 37 days).

Each point depicts the daily mean for two respective

lodges (n = 48 hours). Regression lines are fittecl by

the method of Least-Squares; all- regressions were sig-

nificant at P<.05.

e - Summer lodges and occupied winter lodges

O - Abandoned winter lodges
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and air T. was o,BZ (t = t3.4, P< .001), and between lodge

and water T" was 0.BB (t = !?,3, P< .001).

In summer, no consistent rel-ationship was observed

between lodge T" and the presence or absence of transmitter-
.:: 

_r 
:._:r-.

equipped animals in the nest chamber :ì':::::

Ambient temperatures recorded from 2 separate shallow

burrows ín August, L9?4, and June and July, L975, respec- 
: .

tively, were not significantly different (t = I.06, P ) .05), ,.,.i,,:,,:

'and ranged from 16,5 to 2o,5oc (Table þ). Shall-ow burrow 
¡r,,..;:T. averaged 6,+"C lower than Iod.ge T" in July, L975, and i'"

2,o"c1owerinAugust,Ig?4.Asing1ed.eepburrowmonitored.
:

in June , L975, averaged IT,B"C l-ower than lod.ge Ta, and 
l

i

g.4"C lower than air Tu measured concurrently. Burrows 
i

represented the coolest, most stable microcl-imate encountered 
l

i

i-n summer, wi.th a maximum recorded daily amplitud.e of only i

2,5"C (Tabt-e 4, Fig. Ð. l

I

Winter Microclimate

In L974-?5, winter air Tu ranged from 7.0 to -30,OoC,

whereas water T" declined steadily from 3,5"C on November

26, to O.OoC on February tl+, when the marsh bottom was

apparently frozen.

Vrlinter dwel-l-ing lodges ranged from -t+, S to 20 .OoC ,

and were distinguished as "occupied" or "abandoned"

primarily on the basis of differences in th.e l-evel and

daily amplitude of T" (Table 5, Fig. 5). Occupied lodges

averaged g,L+"C (range = 3,5 to l/+.OoC) higher than abandoned i¡,:;:'i

lod.ges, and 20. OoC (range = 11 . o to 35. ooc ) higher than i'"''t''

f' ''.¡. l:!
l:;j.,:':','::":ì;
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Table J. summary of hourry ambient temperatures (oc) recorded in Delta
Marsh during winter (19?3-?4, I9Z4-?5)a

Dwelling
Lodge

Months ( year )

monitored

No.1 D,J,F,(Zl/24)b 14
No.2 D,J,F,(?3/?4) 14
No.3 N,D,J,F,(?4/?5) 45
No .l+ N , D, J , (?4/? 5) j?
No . 5 N, D, J , (?t+/? 5) 26
No.6 N,D,J,(24/25) t+2

No.71 N,D,J,F,(?+h5) 46
No,8f N,D,J,F,(?4/?5) 4I
No.9' N,D,J,F,(74h5) 46

Feeder

Pushurr

n
( days )

No.1 N,D,J,F,(?3/?+) 1,4
No.2 N,D,J,F,(?4/?5) 40

No .1 D, (?3) 3No.2 N,D, (74) 1g
No.3 N,D, (?þ) 18
No .4 D ,J , (?4/? 5) 3No.5 D,J , (?4/? 5) 5
No .6 D ,J , (7+/7 5) 5

Mean horrrly
Ta (s.8. )

Water

Air

4.,5(0.11)
3.1 ( o. 13)
9.5(0,11)
1o.2 ( 0.07 )
9.6(0.08)
11.0(0.25)

-o.B(0.04.)
0.2(0.09)

-0.þ(0.05)

No.1 N,D,J,(?4/?5) 42

No.1 N,D,J,F,(?tv/?5) 46

$lajor observation intervals: Dec . t2-I5,. Jan. 1.3-ZI , Feb. 9-Zj, 19?3-?4¡
Nov" 1J-Ðec. 11, Dec. 2l-Jan,2J, Feb. 14-18, Ig?4-75
Abbreviations¡ November-N, December-D, January-J, February-F
Believed to be abandoned during rnajority of observations

b

c

Range

1 .0-10 .5
0. 0-10.5
2.0-20.o
4 .5-16 .5
5.O-20 .O

-0.5-20.o
-t+,5-4.o
-3.0-13.5
-3.5-B.o

1 .3 ( 0.0i ) -1 .0-3.0o.þ(0.06) -¿l.o-4.0

-3.o
-3.5
-3.o
.. lr. 0
-4.6
-3.0

Mean(S.E. )

Daily Amplitude

0.18
0.09
0 .07
0 .16
o.t5
0. 09

4.+
aa

5.9
t+.4
l, 

^

6.3
7.4
!,6
L,2

o .56
0.þ4
o.¿lo
o.79
o,42
o .65
o.t5
o.42
o,20

1.1(0.03

-5.o
-9.o
-7 .5
-7 .O
-? .5É(

-Lt.? (o.22)

Range

to -1.0
to -O.J
to -0.J
to -1 .5
to -2.0
to -1 .0

o.5-7 .5
3.0-10.0
1.0-I3.0
3.o-7 .o
2 ,O-70 .5
0. 0-1þ.0
0.0-þ.0
0.0-11 .0
0.0-7.0

o.7
1.?

o ,o-3.5

-30.0-7 .0

0;11
0. 14

4.0
2.3
2.2
3.?
3.4
2,6

0.11
0.39
0.35
o .54
0.39
0.38

o.o-2,o
o .5-4 .o

0.3(0.02)

t1-,7 (o .83)

4.0-4.5
0.0-7.0
7 .o-6.5
3.o-5.0
2 .0-þ. 0
2 . o-Ar. o

0.0-0.5

t .5-29.0

N)
-\)
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Figure 5, Mean hourly ambient temperatures recorded in
Delta Marsh during January, L975. Numbers in parentheses

identify lodges and pushups, Lodge Nos. 5 and. 6, and.

Pushup Nos. 5 and 6 were monitored. Dec . JI-Jan. J (n =
5 days). AIl other sites were monitored Dec . 3I-Jan, 5;

Jan. 15-22 (n = LZ days). A representative Z4-hour

record of ambient temperature in January is provided in
Appendix 2.

o-Air
tr Illaier

e Dwelling lodge

a Feeding lodge

^ 
Pushup

@-----@ Abandoned dwell-ing lodge
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air T, monitored simultaneously. As in summer, the mean

daily temperatures within two occupied (Nos. 3 and 4) and

two abandoned (Nos. 7 and 9) Iodges were significantly

correlated with water T. (r = *0.65, and +0.62, respec-

tivety, P <.Ol) in winter (FiS. þ). Seasonal regression

comparisons for the latter variables (Covariance Analysis)

revealed only moderate significance for the occupied

todges (F = 5.0, P<.05), and no differences in slope

(n = 0.13, P >.05) when the two abandoned J-odges were used

in the comparison. The Ia-bter finding implies that the

relationship between lodge and wate" Tu. does not change

appreciably between summer and winter.

In contrast to surnmer results, lodge To was only

weakly correlated with air T, in winter, with a correl-ation

coefficient of +Q,26 (t - 2.06, P <,05) for occupied

lodges, and +0.38 (t = 3,L8, P <.05) for abandoned lodges,

In addition, the slope of the regression of lodge T, on

air T" (nig. l+) was significantly l-ower in winter than in
summer (Covariance Analysis, F = IoB,?, P <.001). These

seasonal differences in correlation and slope impty an

increased independence of lodge T, from daily variation

in external air T, in winter.

Hourly variation in occupied lodge T" "ontrasted
sharply with the stable temperatures encountered in
aband.oned lodges (FiS, 5). As indicated in Fig. 6, a

close correspondence was observed between hourly records

of the number of muskrats occupying Lodge t'lo. 5, and.
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Figure 6. A 24-hour record of nest chamber T. fl-uc-

tuations in winter Dwelling Lodge No. 5, measured in

conjunction with hourly observations of the number of

transmitter-equipped muslçrats occupying the 1odge.

@ - Nest chamber T, ("C)

u Total- number of ani-mals (maximum = 6)

occupying the lodge
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nest cham'ber T", on November 294a, l9?l+. Further

evidence of correspond.ence between lodge T, and activity
is presented in Fig. 7, where a significant negative cor-

rel-ation (r = -0,55, P a .05) was noted between the T"

of Lod.ge No. 1 and that of its associated pushup located

2?.+ m away. Telemetry observations of two adul-t males

inhabitlng Lodge No. 1 corroborated the activity pattern

implied by these inverse T" rhythms. The relatively
high temperatures record.ed from Lodge No. 6 (Table 5,

Fig. 5) are attributed to the close physical contact

between thermistor and resident animals. This was

verified- by dissection of the lodge, revealing that the

thermistor was l-ocated only J cm above the chamber fl-oor.

In a few cases, the occupied/abandoned status of

dwell-ing lodges appeared to change tirrough the winter, such

that presumed abandoned lodges became occupied, and vice

versa (Appenclix 3).
As with abandoned dwelling lodges, feeder T, closely

followed that of water (range = 1.0 to 4.ooC), and

exhibited little diurnal variability (FiS, 5), The lcwest

temperatures encountered in winter shel-ters were recorded

from pushups, which ranged from -1.0 to -9.OoC, and

averaged onty 5,4"C higher than surrounding air T, (Table 5,

Fie. 5).

i:.1
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:.r:r1:l,:ì

Figr.rre 7, Ambient temperatures recorded at 0.5 hour

intervals from within Dwelling Lodge No. 1 (solid

iine) and its associateci pusirup (oasiied line) in
December, I973,

Note: the lower scale limit of the Grant Miniature
Temperature Recorder used to moni-bor T" was -5"C
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DISCUSSION

Summer Microenvironment

The configuration and i-nternal dimensions of the one

burrow system examined in this study were comparable to

those describeC in the l-iterature (Seton 1929; Vrlarwíck

Lg[o; Beshears and HaugenL)J); Revin 19?5). For instance,

the rnean chamber depth (29,2 cm) is very close to the

mean val-ue (2J,4 cn; n = 56 burrows) reported by Beshears

and i{augen (Lg5Ð. The prevalence of vegetation ptugs

in surface chambers, and their possible significance in

ventilation, has also been referred to in the literature
(Seton 1929; Warwick 1940). Chamber stratification not

only enhances ventilation of deeper burrows, but also

counteracts the deleterious effects of fluctuating water

l-evel-s, and provides the resident ani-ma1s with a broad

spectrum of equable microclimates.

The basic floor plan of the summer dwelling lodge is

similar to that described in the literature (Johnson

1925; Seton L929; Warwick 1940), but insufficient published

data are available for a quantitative comparison of dimen-

sions. The loose, porous ceiling of the summer lodge '

resulted in a nest T, that closely foI]owed day-to-day

variation in air Tr. The poor insulation provided by

the summer lodge may account for the absence of well-

defined changes in lodge T, associated with the presence

I'

r. i.:..:
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or absence of transmitter-equipped animal-s. Despite

these findings to the contrary, the presence of muskrats

may have contributed in part to the observed elevation of

lodge T, above both air and water T" in summer. However,

the fermentation of water saturated, decomposing vegetation

comprising the lodge base is probably a more significant

source of heat in the summer lodge. Fermentati.¡e heat

production may be especially important in ol-d winter

lodges used as summer residences, in which the vegetation

is in an advanced state of decomposition

Irodge Tu. often exceeded the upper critical T" of

adults (25"C) established from l-aboratory metabolic stud.ies

(Hart 1962; McEwan et a,l . f97l+). In fact, lodge T" in
July often approached 3OoC; a Ta which in the laboratory

induces behav-i-ora1 responses associateC with heat stress

(Part III). The unloading of excess metabolic heat at

such temperatures in the fietd would be hindered further

by the high relative humidity (assumed to be close to 100

percent) encountered in the nest chamber

This potential- thermal stress would therefore favor

the use of open nests and shatlow burrows in mid-sunmer,

and some indication of this was obtained from telemetry

studies (Part Iï). There is also limited evidence in
the l-iterature that lodges of non-breeding individual-s

deteriorate, and are sometimes abandoned in favor of these

al.ternate shelters (Errington L963; Mcleod et at , L95t¡

Futl-er l-95I) .



It was frecluently observed that well-kept summer

lodges contained litters of young, and this and other

studies (Erringt on L963; Mcleod et al , L95L; trrlragg L953)

indicate that the primary role of these structures is

probably associated. with reproduction. The thermoneutral

zone of young mammals often exceeds the upper critical
T estalrl-ished for adults (Hull- 1973) , and a positive

a

correlation between growth rate and rearing T, has been

demonstrated in other rodents (Knud.son L962; Reading

1962). Therefore, the high, relatively stabl-e T" char-

acteristic of the summer lod-ge may be conducive to the

survival and growth of young muskrats.

Winter Microenvironment

As in summer, the configurations cf the two types of

winter lodges were comparable to those described in the

l-iterature (Johnson L925; Dozier I94B; Bellrose 1950¡

Fuller Igsl), Casual observations in this and previous

studies (Johnson L925; Sather I95B; Errington 1963)

indicate that the rnajor period of lodge construction is

l-ate summer and autumn, when photoperíod and air and water

temperatures are rapidly declining. This is consistent

with the observation that nest-building behavior by rodents

in the laboratory is enhanced at low air temperatures

(finder Ig2?; Sealand.er 1952), Such concl-usions raise

the possibility that northern populations of 0. zibethicus

construct larger, better insulated lodges than their

35
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Southern counterparts. In fact, there was Some indication

that lodges in Delta Marsh had. thicker walls (28 to 78 cm)

than winter lodges examined. by DozLer (fg48) in the south-

eastern United States (rval-l thickness = 10 to 31, cm) ,

though similar to values (30 to 6I cm) obtained by Bellrose

(I95O) in ltlinois. It is also evident ihat the insulative

value of the dwelling lodge is maximal in winter, when it

may be improved further by a heavy mantle of snow.

The tendency for fewer, and significantly larger

chambers to be present in v¡inter as opposed to summer

lod-ges, may be interpreted- as an adaptation for accom-

modating a greater number of animals in winter' This

finding, combined with telemetry observations of variable

numbers of muskrats (f to 6) occupying a given winter

lodge (FiS, 6), and aggregation studies in the laboratory

(Part III), all suggest that huddling behavior plays a

key role in the overwintering sur'¡iva1 of this species.

Certainly one would expect the elevation in nest T,

(mean increase = 9.4"C ) resulting from group occupation

of a winter lod-ge to be of thermal significance to the

animals. Moreover, as the data presented in Figs. 6 and

? suggest, short-term changes in lodge T, may actually

provid.e reliahle indices of group activity patterns in
winter.

The appearance of one or more new chambers beneath

the original one in late winter has also been observed

by Errington (L9Ø) in association with water recession

-¡1i;:i-:.i ).'?
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beneath the ice. This vertical stratification of chambers

may reflect a need to maintain a close physical association

with open water in order to benefit from the thermal-

buffering infl-uence of the l-atter. Alternatively, though

l-ess likely, the appearance of additional chambers may re-

flect a severe food shortage associated with freeze-out.

Free zing of the marsh bottom may curtail access to rooted

aquatic vegetation (Hamerstrom and Bl-ake irg3g; Errington

1963; Revin L9?5), forcing animals to undermine and

consume the lodge base, while leaving the upper portions

(and hence insulation) intact. Freeze-out may also be

responsible for the progressive abandonment of pushups

through the lvinter, a phenomenon also observed on the

Mackenzie Delta, North-West Territories, Canada (Stevens

LgsÐ, Owing.to shallow water in Del-ta Marsh, freeze-

out is probably a common occurrence in late winter, and

has been considered a major source of mortality in this
marsh in the past (Mc],eod et al, L95L; Errington L963).

It appeared from this study that muskrats have a

strong aversion to cold air, and will readily seal-

external- breaks in ice layers overlying air spaces where

the animal-s feed (nig. 2H). There is some contention,

however, âs to whether or not muskrats maintain an open

hole in the ice in early winter, or must rely on natural

breaks for pushup construction (null-er l-gsl-; Stevens

L953), In the present study, it appeared that both

methods were used. The sequence depicted in Fig, 2E '':-:.:i: --i .._'
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through 2G is thought to reflect the development of the

pushup type with a dry resting shelf (FiS. 2G). Continual

usage of a rud.imentary pushup (FiS. 2E) probably results

in chamber and plungehole enlargement (FiS. 2F). hlith

the onset of gold weather, a skim of ice might readily

form over the wid.ened plungehole. The animals may then

gain access to the chamber by gnawing a hole through one

side of the old plungehole, leaving the remaining skim of

ice intact to serve as a resting place.

Few published data exist concerning the orientation

of lodges and pushups, although Fuller (L95l-) and Stevens

(1953) noted that pushups often radiated away from the

lodge or burrow in straight l-ines. Stevens (L953) also

observed that the mean distance between associated pushups

was 36,6 m, which is very close to the mean Cistance be-

tween lodges and pushups in the present study (38,? m).

These values may represent optimal, long-range distances

over which the animals can safely swim beneath the ice.

The spacing of feeders and pushups appears to be highly

adaptive, in that the animals have access to all points

in their home range via a series of relatively short

excursions in cold water (see Part IV). The animals cart

replenish their oxygen stores at these points, and in some

cases, climb out of the water to feed and rewarm in an

equable microclimate.

l- -- :..,.-j,
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Seasonal Variation in Microclimate

The thermaÌ-moderating influence of shelters used by

9. zibethicus is clearly revealed in seasonal comparisons

of macroclimatic and microclimatic temperatures. Between

November , Ig?3, and July, Lg?5, the maximum range in air
T^ in Delta lllarsh was ?3"C (-39 to 34'C). During this samea
period, the maximum range in microclimatic T" recorded from

within lodges, burrows, and pushups was only 39"C (-9 to
3O"C). lvloreover, the range of mean temperatures (3 to 25"C)

recorded from within occupied dwelling lodges and burows

in summer and- winter (Tables þ and 5) was very cl-ose to

thermal neutral zone (10 to 25"C) reported for this species

(Hart L962; McEwan et ai, L9?+),

In conclusj-on, 0. zibethicus appears to minimize

energy expenditure for temperature regr.rlation through the

construction and selective use of multiple shelters. The

thermoregulatory significance of this behavior is greatest

in winter when muskrats rest and feed in cl-osely-spaced

lodges and pushups, fn contrast, shelter requirements are

much reduced in summer, and. lodge use by adults seems to

be minimal during this season.
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PART II

Daíly and Seasonal- Patterns of Activity ancl Boci.y Ternperature

in Free-Ranging Muskrats (Ond"atra zibethicus)
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INTRODUCTION

Avoidance of climatic extremes through nest con-

struction, huddling behavior, and activity reduction'

are all- befieved to constitute major energy-conservi-ng

adaptations in northern srnal-I mammals (Seal-ander L952;

Hayward fg65; N1uul L96B; Hart Lg?L). The thermoregulatory

significance of multiple shelter construction and group

occupation of winter lodges by Ondatra zibethicus was

emphasized in Part I. Those behavioral adaptations

undoubtedly account in large measure for the broad

geographic distribution of this species (Storer L93?;

Erring-b on L963) ,

Although data pertaining to the physical attributes

of the microhabitat provide an index of the microclimatic

range encountered by 0, zibethicus, interpretation of

their significance requires a knowledge of daily activity
patterns, and the extent to which various types of shelters

are utilized. Eval-uation of activity in retation to
external weather conditions may also provide evidence

regarding the tempering effect of the microhabitat in
shielding animals from macrocl-imatic extremes in winter.

Even more important, the need for the muskrat to

forage periodically in near-freezing water in wj-nter may

pose potential problems of hypothermia. Previous l-ab-

oratory studi.es (Hart L962; Shcheglova 1965) indicating
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that the muskrat has poor thermoregulatory capabilitíes

in water seem inconsistent with field observations of

under-ice foraging at subarctic latitudes (Ful1er J-95L¡

Stevens f9fi) . Such observations imply that the prevention

of hypothermia during winter foraging may be J-argely

behavioral

It is the objective of the present study to: (1)

characterize the nature of the daily activity pattern

in free-living 0. zibethicus in summer and wi-nter , (2)

examine the correspondence between daily activity and

l-ocal metereological conditions, and (3) study the

relationship between activity and body temperature dynamics

under field conditions. The latter investigation shoul-d

clarify further the rol-e of behavior in maintaining thermal

homeostasis, and also shed light on the precision of

body temperature regulation in nature.
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MATERIAIS AND I\IETHODS

Study Area

Observations were made in the western sector of

Delta Marsh, located on the southern end of Ï,ake Manitoba,

Canada (50"11'N; 98"23,t¡¡¡, Vegetation and topography were

described in Part f.

Collection of Aninals

A total of 2l muskrats of both sexes was used in this

study" Sixteen (subad.ults and ad.ults) were live-trapped.

during November , L973, and October, 1974; the remai-ning r

1,t (3 juveniles and. 8 adults) were obtaíned during June,

l9?l+, L975, and July, L975. Trapping was done with National

Iive Traps (16.5 x 16.5 x 48,3 cm). In November, Lg73,

trapping was conducted principally at pushup sites. ffti=

involved placing an unbaited trap on the ice adjacent to

the exposed plunge hole, and. carefully darkening and. in-
sulating the entire set with burlap, styrofoam, and snow.

In October, and during the summer months, traps baited with

apple and carrot were placed directly on the side of the.

lodge wall-, or at feeding stations along the shoreline.

The distinction between subadults and adul-ts on the

basis of size differences (Erringt on ]1963) was not always

clear, and for the sake of brevity, these age groups are

-^F^--^¡ +^ ^'1.'1-l-acol-lectively referred to as adults.
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Activitv and Bodv Temperature Determination bv Telemetry

The majority of activity' and al-l- body temperature

(fn) d.eterminations were obtained via radio-tel-emetry.

The transmitter used in this study was hand-constructed

accord.ing to the circuit diagram published by lrrlang (tgZZ)

Each transmitter, complete with mercury battery, was en'

capsulated in the l-ower (4 cm) section of a disposable

10 cc syringe barrel-, and al-1 openings were seal-ed with

epoxy resin. This unit was then dipped repeatedly into

molten wax (50 percent beeswax; JO percent paraffin) to

provide a smooth, waterproof, and relatively inert
exterior (Mackay L970), The completed transmitter

measured approximately 2 x 2 x 4 cm and weighed 1¿l to 20

S, which was less than 3.5 percent of body weight in al-l

cases.

The continuous tone emitted by each transmitter was

received at a specific carrier frequency (Ag to 108 MHz)

on the FM band of a transistor radio (Sony AM/FM Cassette-

Recorder, ModeI CF-350 and CF-400). Transmission was

highly directional-, with a range through air of L5.5 to

30.5 n. The transmitter circuit incorporated a diode

temperature sensor, and the frequency of the emitted signal

was temperature dependent. Each transriiitter was calibrated

in a stirred, waterbath at 1 to 2"C intervals prior to

implantation in the animal. Frequency was determined

with an audio generator (nCg, Model- !üA 44C) tfrat permitted

temperature differentiatÍon to within fO .2"C, .At l-east
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two calibrations, I to 2 weeks apart, were performed on

each transmitter, with the final calibration being com-

pleted within 1 week prior to implantíng.

Each transmitter was surgically implanted into the 
,: :.:.:.

abdominal- cavity of the muskrat whil-e the animal was under r,','',,'

sodium pentobarbital anaesthesia (30 nS/Ug body weight),

supplemented with ether (anaesthesia grade). The transmitter

was free-floating within the abd.ominal cavity, and the

peritoneal and skin incisions were cl-osed with katgut

and sil-k sutures, respectively. Surgery was performed

within 12 hours of capture, and each animal was released

at the site of capture within 24 hours of completion of
the operation.

Of t+6 muskrats implanted with transmitters , onLy 2f

provided useful data. The remaining 19 either disappeared

from the study area shortly after implantation, or re-
located at sites in the marsh that were impractical to
monitor on a regular basis. AII- nine bank-burrowing

muskrats equipped with transmitters in October, 1974, for
example, emigrated from the burrow system within 1 to 2

weeks of release, and only one was subsequentJ-y l-ocated

in a lodge 4OO to JOO m away. Sporadic data obtained.

from such animals were not included in this study.

Although transmitters which showed signs of calibration
drift in the l-aboratory were not used, there was some

indication of long-term drift (l-ess than 2,5"C over 1 to

3 months) in tfre fiel-d during the winter of I97t+-75, . j- .! :r.i. tl
i . -:1,:'i
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This concl-usion is based on the gradual íncrease in TO

that was observed in some animal-s through the winter,

and also on the unusuall-y high temperatures recorded from

these same individuals in mid-winter. Based on calibration

drift in the laboratory, however, new cal-ibration slopes

were simil-ar to original sÌopes. In no case did the

average rate of drift in the laboratory exceed o.OJ"C/aay,

which is well- beyond the resolution accuracy of temperature

determination. To avoid complication due to potential

drift, much of the L97+-?5 Tb data has therefore been

expressed. as deviation t1l from mean daily TO. 0bserved

body temperatures for individual-s of both sexes anct various

body vreights are summarized in Append.ices 4 and 5.

Three basic methods of monitoring activity and TO

via telemetry were employed. First, to provide an over-

view of activity and TO patterns, ã census technique was

used, in which as many animals as possible were located

at periodic intervals (15 to 240 min) throughout the day.

This invol-ved location and continuous surveil-l-ance of

each animal- (often with visual- contact in summer') for

al least 5 min, and recording of the emitted tone on

magnetic tape (Sony Cassette-Recorder) for future T¡

analysis. Very slight movement by the animal- resulted in

detectable amplitude fluctuations on the receiver, and

swimming or diving activity often produced a distinctive

rhythmic tone, which aided in activi'by evaluation.

Although triangutation techniques were not used to pinpoint

,:i'1
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locations, the low range of the transmitter, coupled with

careful l-ateral movements of the receiving antenna about

the point of maximum signal strength, permitted detection

of a stationary animal to within approximately I +.0 m in

summer. The position of a muskrat was often verified by

visual- location of the same individual during the period

of open water. In winter, the well-defined, discrete

nature of the microhabitat (Part I) permitted detection

of animal-s to within approximately ! z'o m' The l-ocation

of a rapidly swimming animal- was difficult to ascertain

in both seasons.

A second method of data coll-ection involved l-ocating

an individual animal-, and maintaining continuous surveil--

lance for 0.5 to 6.0 hours in order to detect subtle,

short-term changes in activity and Tb.

Thirdly, in November, L971+¡ a;r automated monitoring

system was implemented, which permitted the recording of

activity and TO at 5 tt O.S) min interval-s throughout the

day. To accomplish this, a radio receiver was installed

in an electrically-heated weather box (Part I) situated

7.6 n from Dwelling Lodge No. 5. The radio was coupled

r¡¡ith the lod,ge via antenna wire (T.V. twin-lead, 300 ohm),

and was kep-b ccntinuousl-y "onr" and tuned into one of

five transmitter-equipped muskrats inhabiting the lodge.

Output from the receiver was relayed via a coaxial micro-

phone l-ead to a tape recorder (Sony Cassette-Recorder)

si-buated within a heated building, LB3 m away. The tape

''::-1..r.-
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recorder in turn, was activated at 5 (J o.g) min interval-s

(10 to Lz sec duration) by means of a timer constructed

from a laboratory kymograph. Calibration checks on the

timer were made at frequent intervals throughout the day.

In most cases, data for a single animal- were coll-ected.

f or at l-east 48 hours before switching to another ani-maI.

0n occasion, two independent monitoring systems were in
operation concurrently. In summer, I975, the above system

was used to monitor a single male occupying Lodge No. 5'

and two bank-dwelling muskrats. In the latter case, the

weather box housing the receiver was situated on the bank

directly above the burrow.

Each signal received indicated presence or absence of

the muskrat in the lodge or in its immediate vicinity, and

if present, lncomotor activíty if a.ny, and TU. ïn eval-u-

ating excursions away from the lodge or burrow, only those

trips of 10 min or more duration (!.g. two or more

consecutive recordings indicating absence) were considered.

The end of an excursion was identified by two or more

consecutive signals ind.icating the presence of the animal

in lodge or burrow. These criteria reduced the error of

incorrectly identifying an excursion, or the compÌetion

of an excursi.on, on the basis of only a single, 10 to 12

sec recording.

Most telemetry observations have been expressed in
terms of an hourly "activity index," which is defined as¡

(total observations per hour in which animal is aetive/

1,..r .:".: .:..
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total- observations per hour ) x 100. To evaluate the rì.egree

of nocturnalism, another index, the "N/D ratio," was

utilized. This index is defined as the ratío of the

mean hourly activity index for al-l hours between the hour

of sunset and the hour of sunrise (w)/tfre mean hourly

activity index for al-l- other hours (D) .

To assess the daily distribution and frequency of

major activity periods, it was necessary to select a
criterion for identification of those hours in which

activity predominated. The overall' mean hourly activity
index for muskrats in summer (3g) did not differ signif-
icantly from that in winter (42), hence the same criterion
was used in both seasons. Accordingly, each hour in which

the activity index is greater than, or equal to 50 is

defined as a "major activity bout." In a series of con-

secutive hourly activity indices (a,b,c,...), a "major

activity peak" (b) is defined as an hourly activity index

that meets the condition: a( b) c, where b> 50. When

there are consecutive val-ues of b (a,b1 ,b2,b3,...c), the

largest value is taken as the peak. The frequency of

major activity peaks as thus defined, does not differ
significantly from that observed when b is desígnated

as any positi.'e deviation from the mean daily activity
index (based on each Z4-hour period of record.ing) .

:a.:.1-.
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Determination of Winter Activity From Lodge Temperature

Changes

Additional data concerning daily activity patterns

in winter were obtained from temperature records of

dwelling lodges. Detail-s pertaining to lodge instrumen-

tation for ambient temperature (T") recording, as wel-l-

as supporting evidence for the use of this method were

provided in Part I.

Microclimate and Weather Data

Hourly recordings of air and wate" Tu. were obtained

with thermistors connected to a Grant Miniature Temperature

Reco::de:r as described in Part f . In addition, rna;.iiauin-

minimum air T-, precipitation, windspeed 10 m above ground

level, and total hours of bright sunshine were avail-abl-e

from the University of Manitoba Field Station, situated

within 2,5 kn of all observation sites,
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RESUITS

Extent of Home Range

Activity in summer was often restricted to the

immediate vicinity of a lodge or burrow (Fig. 1). In
fact, 6I percent of al-l observations of activity (n =

5??) made in June and July, I9?4 (5 adul-ts; 3 juveniles),

occurred within a 25 m radius of a lodge or burrow.

Daily movements away from these shelters rarely exceeded

230 m in either adul-ts or juveniles. Muskrats also proved

highly sedentary in winter, with 50 percent or more of
al l- acti.ri-ty occurring u'ithin a L5 n radius of the res-
ident lodge, and few movements exceeding 1J0 m (Part IV) .

Daily Activity Pattern

Observations of B adul-t (7 mal-es ; 1 f emal-e ) and 3

juvenile (a11 males) muskrats in summer (June and JuJ-y,

I9?4, I975) indicated. periodic activity throughout the

day, with peak l-evels of activity usually occurring be-

tween sunset and sunrise (¡'igs. 1 and. 2), A bimodal

trend in summer activity is suggested for adults in t9?4

data (¡'igs. 1A and 1B); and is clearly discernibl-e in
the frecluency distribution of major activity bouts of

ry?5 adults (nig . 2B). There was no indication of

bimodality in juveniÌe data (nig. lC).
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Figure I. Daily activity and body temperature patterns

of g. zibethicus in summer, based on census data col-

lected at t5 to 24A min intervals.

A Combined data for three lodge-dwelling, ad.ult
muskrats (ivos. t2, L5, 16.) monitored June 18-
25, I9?4 (n = 22) observations)

B Combined. data for two burrow-dwelling, adult' muskrats (Nos, t3,tLl') monitored July B-30,
I9?4 (n = 332 observations)

C Combined data for three burrow-dwelIing, iuv-
enile rnuskrats (Nos , I?, 18 , t9) monitored
July 79-30, t9?4 (n = 405 observations)

O Mean hourly body temperature, based on a1l
observations obtained within a given hour

Hourly índex of total activity away from lodge
or burrow: (Tötäl observå.tions per hour in which
animal is active away from lodgê or burrow/
Total of all observations per hour) x 100

Hourly index of activity )25 m away from lodge
or burrow¡ (Total- observations per hour in which
animal is acti-ve >25 m away from lodge or
burro/Tota1 of all observations per hour) x :,::::.:'':,100

i-:.1

I :'::: -

E Period. of darkness (sunset to sunrise)
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Figure 2A, Representative daily activity patterns of

two burrow-dwel-litg, adult 0. zibethicus (Nos. 25 and

2?) remotely monitored at 5 tl o.¡) min intervals in

summer, L9?5 (n = LU Oays). For each 24-hour period,

each bar depicts a mean hourly activity index based

on all- observations (11 to 13) made within a given hour.

Additional 24-hour records are provided in Appendix 64.

Figure 2I . Frequency distribution of major activity
bouts (hourly activity ind.ices > 50) of all ad.ul-t 0.

zibethicus (Nos . 25, 26, 27) remotely monitored at

5 (1 o.¡) min intervals in summer, I9?5 (n = JZ days).

ffi - Period of darkness (sunset to sunrise)
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As in summer, muskrats in winter tended to be peri-

odically active throughout the day (nigs. 3, +, and 5).

However, there was less evi-dence of bimodality in the

frequency distribution of major activity bouts during

the lat-ber season (nig. 4e). Maximal- levels of activity
generally occurred in l-ate afternoon and early evening

(1500 to 2O0O hours) in winter. This trend is especially

pronounced in lodge Tu. data (nig . 6), where the after-

noon activity peak (maximum negative deviation from mean

daily lodge Tu.) is accentuated as winter advances, whil-e

the early morning peak is gradually dampened.

Census d-ata collected from 10 muskrats at hourly

intervats during 2 days prior to, and during 2 days sub-

sequent to the development of a persistent winter ice

cover cn Nov , tl+-15, Lg?Lp, failed to demonstrate any

major changes in activity pattern associated with freeze'

up (nig, 5), There was however, a significant reduction

in the mean hourly activity ind.ex from 6J prior to

freeze-up to 48 after freeze-up (t = 2.84, P<.05),

Nocturnalism was most pronounced in summer, when the

N/D ratio was L,g6 for al-l census data (n = B muskrats),

and L,9+ for the automatecl series (n = I muskrats). In

winter, this ratio was I.2O for L974-?5 (n = 10 muskrats)

census data, and t,3I for the automated series in 19?Lþ-

75 (n = 5 muslgats). The summer and. winter N/D ratios

for the automated series (Tables L end 2) were significantly

different (t =3,8, P(.01).

:{.
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Figure 3, Mean hourly activity and body temperature

fluctuations in O. zibethicus (wos , 20, 2L, 22, 2+) in

relation to time of day in winter, L9?l+-75. Automated

recordings were made at 5 tj o.¡) min intervals, and

data for all four muskrats are combined over the days

indicated in ea.ch graph.

@ Mean hourly deviation t1l from mean
daily body temperature (based on dev-
iations from daity means for each
animal-

Mean hourly activity indexf
ffi Period of darkness (sunset to sunrise)
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Figure 44. Representative daily activity patterns of

two 0. zibethicus (Nos. 21 and 22) occupying Lodge No.

5, and. remotely monitored. at 5 tl O.¡) min intervals
in winter, L97Ll (n - B days). For each 2¡-hour period.,

each bar depicts a mean hourly activity index based on

al-l observations (11 to 13) made within a given hour.

Additional Z4-hour records are provided in Appendix 68.

I,'igure 48. Fre.truency dístribution of major activity
bouts (hourly activity indices > 50) of five O.

zibethicus (lVos. 20 to 2l+, inclusive) remotely mon-

itored at 5 tl O.¡) min interval-s in winter, 1974-?5

(n = 37 days).

ffi - Period. of darkness (sunset to sunrise)
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Figure 5, Daily activity patterns of 0. zibethicus in
early winter, just prior to (Nov. 6-2, 10-11) and

shortly after (Wov. L7-IB, 29-30) tfre development of

a persistent ice cover on Nov . tLl'45, L974. Ten animal-s

were censused at hourl-y intervals throughout each of

the above + days, and data were pooled for each Z-ð,ay

naøi nÄ
lJvr rvu.

l Hourly activity index prior to freeze-up
(mean hourly air T" = 3.OoC; n = 48)

Hourly activity
(mean hourly air

after freeze-up
-10.OoC; ¡ = 48)

index
ml--a

ffi - Period of darkness (sunset to sunrise)
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Fígure 6, Changes in the daily activity pattern of a 
,.,rr:,:,

group of O. zibethicus occupying Lodge No. 4 between

Nov. 20, f9?4, and Jan. 2L, lg?5, âs deterrnined from

hourly recordings of lodge Ta. For each 4- or J-d.ay i

i

observation inter.¡al, each point depicts the rnean of ', I

4 or J hourly recordings (averaged across days). ' ''

Feriods of presumed maximal- activity away from ihe 
]

Iod-ge are indicated as negative deviations (fratched i

areaS)fromtheoveral]-,24_hourmean(dashed.1ine).

Additional examples ate provided in Appendix 7. 1,,,,,¡:,,,:'

ffi - Period of darkness (sunset to sunrise)
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Sampling
Animal Period

I'lo. (n days)

Table 1.

25 June 2J-
Jrrì-y 1
(ó)

Activity variables of O, z:!þe-!þiqgs remotely monitored. at 5 (1 O.J) minintervals per-24:lõurJeriod. iä summer, Lg?5

26

Time in lodge
or burrow per
day in hours

June
(8)

27

b
L2.6( .64)
10.3-tlt.3

?-tsc 1o.o(1.52)
2.6_16.3

Al-1 Nos . (37)
Combined

June
July
(23)

11-
11

Freq. per lJur . in
day min

Excursions

L2.o(,82)
9-r 5

11.5(.8þ)
6-14

13.4( .9t)
? -22

1&.þ(0.39)
9.6-t8.2

aShort-term cycle of activity and. rest
br,'luur, (standard error)

Range
c
Excluding period June 10-11 for calculation of STC

13.7( . it)
2.6-18.2

57.0(? .37)
4! .5-89

HourIy
Activity

Index

79.6(22.0)
39-230

12.8(.67)
6-22

¿+o.o(3.0)
3+-50

51.0(6.0)
27 -86

34.0(1.0)
23-52

\5.e3.35)
2t.5-83

N/D
Ratio

55.0(5.56) 39.o(2.0)21.5-230 23-86

o.92( .79)
o .44-t .50

slc
in hours

t .55( .20)
o.83-2.44

6.o(.45)
2-LL

5.7(.1Ð)
2-g

5.7 ( .26)
2-75

2.34( .tL)
L58-3.21

!.94(.12)
o .4+-3.2L

5.8( .20)
2-t5

L^\o

,,1
i..¡:
,:Ìi
ii:

::.:-::,

,i:,



Table 2. Activity variables of 0. gibçthicus remotely monitored at 5 (l 0.5) minintervals per ã4-frour perioa in"winter, tiZí-Z-S '

Animal
No.

Sampling
Period

(n days)

20 Nov, 16-
Jan. J
(11)

Nov. 10-
Jan. lt
(10)

27

Time in J-odge
or burrow per
day in hours

22

tz .6(.6Ðb
13.9-20.2

13.4( 1 .3)
7 .8-18.2

10.0(.4?)
7 .2-11.6

t3.t(7 .r7)
17.9-t4.2

11.?(1.14)
8.8-15.8

Nov. J-
Jan, 2
(e)

Nov. 14-16
(2)

Nov. 16-
Jan. 1
(ó)

23

Freq, per Dur. in
day min

24

Excursi ons

8.3(.8?) 65.502.5)+-13 2o-t30.5

AII Nos , (37)
Combined

11.0(.93)
6-t4

5.o( .62)
3-B

7 .5( .5)
7-8

HourJ-y
Activity

Index

a Short-term cycle of activity and rest
þ *"rrr', (standard error)

Range

I+2.9rc.3)
22 ,5-?4 .5

158.4(20.8)
toj-250

68.5Q8.5)
50-87

92,9(23.!)
44-tgo

13.6(,65)
7 .2-20.2

28.0(2.0)
2o-43

4.0(6.o)
25-69

55.0(2.o)
50-66

¿r1.0(6.0)
35-48

50.0(5.0)
33-6+

9.2(t.9)
4-18

N/D
Rati o

I .4( .5e)
3-18

1..41( .33) ? .r( .?4)
o .3? -3 .28 2-16

STC A

in hours

r.05( .13) 5.2( .42)
0 .50-1 . BB 2-!t

83.2(9.8)
20-250

1.46(.78)
o,66-2.13

t.50(.22)
t.28-t,72

+2,0(2.0)
tB-69

? .3(.60)
2-r3

5.3(.73)
3-9

6.0 ( .50 )
3 -10

t.36( .26)
o.62-2.24

1.31 ( .10) 6.2(.28)
o .37 -3 .27 2-t6

'...''

o\o
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Day-to-day variation in the activity patterns of
individual- animals is apparent in both summer (FiS. 2A)

and winter (l'ig. ¿lA). Inter-ind.ividual- variation is al-so

suggested by these data, and is clearly evident in Fig.

7, This figure indicates that temporal variation in
activity within an overwintering group of muskrats may

result in partial staggering of lodge and pushup use.

Despite the above variability, a short-term cycle

of activity and rest (STC) is strongly suggested in the

ZV-hour activity patterns of single animals (nigs. 2A

an¿ ¿lA). The mean period. length of this cycle (based

on the time span between successive, major activity peaks)

was J,B hours (range - 2 to 1J hours) in sunmer, and 6.2

hours (range - 2 to 16 hours) in winter (fables 1 and 2).
In fou:r cases invol-ving Muskrat Nos , L+ and L) in whích

continuous surveillance was maintained through a complete

cycle of activity and rest in July, I9?l+, the STC varied

between J.0 and J.J hours.

The automated series al-so indicated that each STC

consisted of one or more excursions away from the resident
lodge or burrow. The mean daily frequency of excursions

was Lz,B (range - 6 to 22) in summer and 8.4 (range =

3 to 18) in winter, with a mean duratir-,n of 55 min (rânge =
22 to 2)O min) in summer and Bl min (range = 20 to 250

min) in winter (Tables I anô. 2) , A hyperbot_ic relation-
ship was observed between the daily frequency and. mean

daily duration of these excursions. VtJhen these data were

.- :-:..: '
''.'.:'.:

.:j i.:rii:::
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Figure 7. Short-term patterns of shelter use by three

O. zibethicus (Nos. 7, 10, 1þ) overwintering together

in a singJ-e dwelÌing lodge with its associated feeding

lodge (distance = 18.3 m) and pushup (distance = 23.8 m).

Hori zontal- bars denote approximate times in, or in the

immediate vicinities of the above shelters. Observations

were made at 5 to lJ min irr-bervals on Dec. 4, l9?+

(1404 to 1BO4 hours).

Muskrat No. 7

Muskrat No. 10

Muskrat No. t4

'..t:,.,:::!
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transformed. to }ogarithmic val-ues (Fig. B), the summer

and winter regression slopes were not significantly dif-
ferent (Covariance Anal-ysis, F = 1.30, P ).05). Similar]y,

the mean cumul-ative time spent in the lodge or burrow per

day in summer (I3,I hours) was not significantly different
(t = I.O?, P >.05) from that (L3.6 hours) observed in
winter (Tab1es L and 2).

Dail-y Activity in Rel-ation to Environmental Factors

Simple regression analysis of daily activity (automated

series) in relation to various metereological variables

was performed on pooled summer (J muskrats; 29 d.ays) and

on pooled winter (5 muskrats; 37 days) data, To test for
possible differences due to ice and snow cover in winter,

these regressions were also calculated for the period of

open water (Nov. 5-L5), and during the interval when

cumulative snowfal-l was less than 10 cm (Nov. 5-Dec. 11).

The above analyses fai-l-ed. to d.emonstrate strong cor-

rel-ations between either daily frequency or mean daily
duration of summer and winter excursions, and daily
variation in air and water Tr, windspeed, photoperiod

(time in min between sunset and sunrise), hours of bright
sunshine, and precipitation (tabl-es 3 and 4).

Total time spent in the lodge per day was, however,

significantly correlated with photoperiod (r = -O.Ltr6,

P < .01 ) and air T, (r = -0.33, P < .05) between Nov. 5

and Jan. 5, 19?1+-?5 (Tabl-e 4). Correlation with air Tu

i:::;:.,':+x;,.1

i::: ..::'¡
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t...Figure B. Logarithmic rel-at'ionship between the daily

frequency of excursions away from the lodge or burrow,

and the mean daily duration of these excursions (based

on automated recordings at 5 ft o.5l min intervals).

o

I\luskrats monitored Nov, S-Jan, 5, I9?+-75
(5 animals t 35 days)

Muskrats monitored June 7 -JuLy 1-I, L97 5
3 animals ; 37 d,ays )

6

r:l:::.:
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Table 3. Least-Squares regression
to environmental variables in

analysis of activity in relation
sumtnär (June ll-Jr.rty tt , I9?5)

Tndep. Var. Dep. Var.
(Y) N i daysa t-value

Hours of bright
sunshine per day

Time in burrow
per day

Freq, of excur-
sions per day

i daily dur.
of excursions

Ti¡ne in burrol
per day

Freq. of excur-
sions per day

Å d.a1l.y dur.
of excursions

Time in burrow
per day

Freq, of excur-
sions per day

X daity aur.
of excursions

lime in burrow
per day

llean daily
air T" (oC)

Pho'boperiod
(min)

Mean daily
vrindspeed
(mph)

t.20
t t23

2 i29
t¡23

2 i29
1.2'1.

t.)o
t ¡23

2 t29
7 ¡23

2;29
t;23

2 i29
L¡23

2 ¡29
t ¡23

2 i29
7 t23

2 i29
I t23

-o.20
-0.23
-t-0.18
+0 .18

-0 .01
+0.03

-o .53
-o .55

+0.36
+o,I+z

-0.02
-0 .08

-0. 13
-0 .04

-0.03
0 .00

0 .00
+0.04

+0.3?
+0 .l+t

1 .06
1 .06

o,94
0,94

0.04
0 .14

+t*
3.28oo
3.0t
7.99x
2.13

0 .08
0.36

0 .58
0.20

0.14
0 .03

0.03
o,t6

2.06i
2.08

Number of animals (Nos. 25, 2?)¡ number of days nonitored
It
P < .05

r+*P < .01



Table 4. least-Squares regression analysis of activity in relatÌonto environmental variaõres in *:.niãi lñ";: t:j;": "5,-iOi+-7|j-"
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Indep. Var.
(x)

Dep. Var.
(Y)

Period -
(N; days ) 

o r t-value

Mean daily
air T (oc )a

Photoperiod
(min)

Hours bright
sunshine per day

Mean daily r,¡ind-
speed (mph)

Cumulative
snov¡fall- ( cm)

Time in lodge
per day

Freq, of excur-
sions per day

X dairy dur.
of excursions

Tinre in lodge
per day

Freq. of excur-
sions per day

It ctaj-l-y dur.
of excursions

Time in lodge
per day

Freq. of excur-
sions per day

I dait-y aur.
of excursions

Tine in lodge
per day

Tirne in lodge
per iay

Nov.J-Jan.5(5¡3?)
Nov.J-Nov.15(Jt9)
Nov.J-Dec,Ir(5t2?)

Nov.J-Jan. 5(5t32)
|lov. J-Nov.15(3t9)
Nov. J-Dec .7I(5;2?)

Nov . J-Jan. 5 ( 5 ¡ 37 )
Nov.J-ìíov.75(J;9)
Nov.J-Dec.II(5t27)

Nov.J-Jan. 5(5;3?)
lïov. j-ilov,t53t9)
Nov.J-Dec ,11(5t27)

Nov.J-jan. 5(5t37)
Nov.J-Nov. t53;9)
Nov.J-Dec .17(5ft?)

Nov . J-Jan. 5 ( 5 ;3? )
No.¡.5-Nov. L53t9)
Nov.J-Dec.LL(5¡22)

l{ov.J-Jan.5(5t3?)
Nov. J-Nov. I53 ¡ 9)
Nov.J-Dec,It(5t2?)

Nov.J-Jan.5(5t3?)

-o ,tg L.I4
-0.67 2.c2+0.10 0.49

-0.33
-0.81
-0 .53

lf
2,09+x
3.65xo
3.L6

0.72
t.+2
0 .01

+0,L2
-0 ,4?

0 .00

+0.09
+0,?6
+0.10

-0.17
+0,?4
+0.07

+o .07
+o.16
+O,23

-0. 04
-0.66
+0.01

-0.06
-o ,45
-0.L3

0.00
+o .56
-0 .01

o .56x
3.14
0.43

Nov.J-Jan.5(5;3?) -0.¿+e 3.ILooNov,J-Nov,!53¡9) -0,16 o.9?_"
Nov. J-Dec .rr(5¡2?) _0.66 4.+5"

Nov.J-Jan. 5(5t37)
Nov, J-Nov. !5(3t9)
Nov. J-Dec ,11í 5 ¡27 )

Nov.J-Jan. 5(5¡37)
Nov.J-Nov ,15(l.;9)
Nov.J-Dec.I!(5¡27)

1 .00_
2.9+^
o,36

0,+2
0.42
0 .?e

o,2t
2.29
0.04

0 .38
1.34
0.64

0 .00
1.82
o .07

+0 .20 1, ,20

Numi¡er of animals (Nos. 20 to 24, inclusive); numberof days monitored
P < .05

P < .01

:{
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was improved (r = -0,53, P<.05) for the period spanning

Nov. J-Dec. 11 when snow accumulation was negligibJ-e

(nig. 9), and was greatest (r = -0.81, P<.01) just prior
to freeze-up in early November (ta¡te 4).

Although sample size was limited, the period of open

water (Nov. 5-I5) was also characterized by an increase

in time spent in the lodge with increasing vrind speed

(r = +0,56, P ).05). During this same period, there was

an increase in the frequency (r = -0,42, P>.05) and con-

curuent d.ecrease in the duration (r - +0 ,?6, p <.05) of
excursions, with declining air T. (Tabte 4) .

ïn summer, only photoperiod (r = -O.53, P <.01) and

mean daily windspeed (r = iO,3?, P <.05) were significantly
correlated with total time spent in the burrow per d.ay

(Table 3), As indicated in Fig" 9, this l-atter variabl-e

was reratively stabre with respect to air T. in June and

July

Based on the above regression analysis, photoperiod

and air T^ in winter, and photoperiod and windspeed ina

summer, were deemed the most important environmental_

variabl-es coryelating with activity. However, multiple
regression of these factors (x variabl-es) on total- time

in the lodge or burro\^/ per day (Y varii:.ble) indicated'
that the maximum variabil-ity of Y that coul-d be attributed
to these environmental- variables (n2) was less than J0

percent, both su.mmer and winter.

f i )...:ii::
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Figure 9. Total time spent by 0. zibethicus in lodge

or burrow per day in relation to mean daily ai-r Tr,

summer and winter. Each point is based on data for a

single animal recorded at 5 (1 o.¡) min intervals per 2l+-

hour period. Regression line is fitted to winter data

by the method of Least-Squares.

l-1: _:'.' j

6 Muskrats (Nos. 20 to 24,
Lodge No. J between Nov.
(n = 2f days)

inclusive) occupying
5 and Dec " lt o I9?4

o Single muskrat
between June 7

Burrow-dwelling
monitored. June

(ltto. 26) occupying
and June 18, 1975

T,odge No. 5(n = 10 days)

muskrats (Nos. 25 anô, 2l)
11-July 11, L975 (n = 2) days)
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Seasonal- Changes in Shel-ter Use

The use of Lodge No. 5 peaked in early December, and

thereafter decl-ined (FiS. t0). In summer, the sol-e

occupant of this lodge was a single adul-t mal-e (l¡o. 26).

,, The total time per day spent by this animal in Lodge No. 5

diminished from 16,3 hours on June ? to 1"8 hours on June

18, L975, parallel- with concurrent increases in air and

*ater T, (figs. 9 and. tO). By June 20, this lodge was

totalty abandoned, and the muskrat was subsequently located
:,: using an open nest constructed within 100 m of Lodge No. 5,

This same lodge remained abandoned throughout the remainder

, of summer, and was reconstructed in the foll-owing fall for
l winter occupancy.

There was al-so evidence of a reduction in lodge use

: by a single m.ale (l¡o. 16) and a single female (No. L5)

muskrat in mid-summer, in favor of i-nl-and burrows. Each

of these animals appeared to be the sol-e occupant of a

. "eparate dwelling lodge in June, I9?I+, when there was no

indication of inland burrow use. However, during the
t, ^period July 5-20, 49 percent of all- observations made

between 0900 and 1700 hours (n = 39 observations >0,5

hours apart) indicated each of these two muskrats to be

I using a shallow burrow l-ocated inshore from its respective

lodge.

Body Temperature and Activitv
It is evident from Figs. 1 and, 3 and Tables 5 and, 6, i¡,,*;;:.
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Fígure 1-0. Seasonal util-ization of Lodge No. 5 by

0. zibethicus (expressed as mean cumulative time in
lodge per animal per Z4-hour period) in relation to

snowfall-, and air and wate" Tu. measured concurrently.

Winter observations are based on five muskrats (wos.

20 to 24, incl-usive); summer observations r,vere mad.e

on a singJ-e animal (No. 26) that was the sole occupant

of the lodge during this season,

- I[ean cu.mulative time in lodge
per animal- per day

I':-i:-;-i

Ø Mean daily air T,

tr Mean daily water T"

;:.ì:i':i:ìr
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lable 5. Least-Squares regression anaì-ysis of'the relationship between mean hourl-y bodytemperature (Y) and lo"tlY act5.vity index (x) for 0. zibethicus censused at tJto 240 rnin intervals, Jurre-Ju1t, 1978-

Animal-

,','1,:'

No. r

72 +O.65

t3 +o,55

14 1.0.26

r5

t6 +o .?t+

Al-La +o .55
adults

Ryt (24.00-1200 hours)

t D.F.

2 .56"

¿,.rv

0.85

t7 -o.23

18 -0.14

t9 -0.63

Alr -O.36
j uveniles

10

11

11

PIU (1200-2400 hours)

2.960 ;
4.26^ ^ 4l

1'O ,52

+o ,54

+0. B3

+o.92

+0.61

t D.F.

o .?4 11

0.45 11

2,5?o 11

2,2+* 35

t.?4 9

2,04 IT
. lttÉ+.73 r!

.,fJå

7.2 10

5.o3ou It4

:, t,i.,j:t:

-0.53 1.98

-0.06 0.18

-o.53 2.oo

-o.32 t.ge

"AtI ad.rlts except No. 1J

P < .05
tt fi-

P < .01

+0 .57

+o ,56

+0 .51

+0.04

+0.89

+0.58

AM + pM (24o0-Z4oo hours)

1, iÌ: 1:

;irril

- *t+3.o+ 20
lflÊ3.15 23

2.78 23

0.72 t2
ìÉ*8.49 t9

-**6.70 88

D. F. Reg,Eq, (Y=a+bX )

11

tt
11

2É))

::. .:.,'..:

-0.36

-o.76

-0. ó0

-o.36

v=3? .B t. o.,/ox

Y=37 .g + 0.74X
y=38.3 + 0.58X

Y=39.L + 0.03X

Y=J8.0 + !.02X

Y=J8.0 + o.?5X

1.80 23

0..78 23

3.56^" 23
lÍlt3.23 7t

y=38.8

Y=37,8

y=38.8

Y=38.5

- 0.42x

- 0.19x

- 0.9þx

- o.63x.
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TabIe 6. Least-Squares regression analysis of the.relationship between mean hourlybody.temperature*(Y)1.""9 ñourly activiiy increx.(X) ior adul_t Þ. ziÞetb:S-UÊ. remoteiymonitored at 5 (: 0.5) min.intervats in ôummer (Nos. 25, 26, zT) ãñã-ll-¡rter
(Nos . 20 , t:!, ZZ , 24) ; f9?4-15

Animal
No.

AM (2400-1200 hours)

20

2t

22

24

25 +0,71

26 +0.46

27 -O,27

D. F.

PM (1200-2400 hours)

+l+8.49 ?!

3.02 35
It2.32 7t

+o ,56

+o.36

+0,23

a
Body temperature expressed as deviation (f¡ from daily mean

l+P < .05
Ir*P<.01

D. F.

. J+.tÈ5.6+ 7r

2.25 35

t.95 77

+o,39

+0 .40

+0.38

+0.30

AIil + ptvt (24o0-24oo hours )

6.?oo* 368

6.02 279

3 .82" " 2o3

3.46^ ^ 3r2

D.F. Reg.Eq. (Y=a+bX)

+0.6þ 10.0

+0.þ1 3.?2

+0.01 0.13

Y=-0. 18 + o .7 5X.

Y=-o.27 + 0.83X

Y=-0.19 + o.76x

Y=-o.27 + 0 .52X

Y=-O .45 + 1.10X

Y=-0.t7 + 0.4óX

Y=-0.01 + 0.02X
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that hourly fl-uctuations in TO and activity l-evel- were

usually positivefy correlated in adul-ts, and negatively

correlated in juveniles. These variabl-es were signif-
icantly correl-ated (P <.05) in all but three animal-s.

The exceptions were two juveniles (Nos, t7 and 18) and

an adult female (i,lo. 15) monj-tored in summer , I97l+,

In addition, one adult male (iVo. 2?) extensively monitored

in June and July, 19?5, exhibited a negative correlation
(r = -0,2?, P <.05) betiveen 2400 and I2OO hours, and a

positive, but non-significant correl-ation (r = *0,23,

P >.05) between tzOO an¿ 2þ00 hours. In other muskrats,

no consistent differences were observed between morning

and afternoon correlations (Tables 5 and 6). The strongest

positive correl-ation beiween hourly fluctuations in TO

and activity l-evel occui'red in l\îuskrat No. 25 (r = *0,64,

P <.001) inhabiting a dry ditch (Table 6),

Temporal TU changes recorded prior to exit from, and

subsequent to re-entry into a dv¿elling lodge or burrow

indicated pronounced seasonal differences. In the winter

of L9?3-?4, limited census data (n = 3 muskrats) revealed

an el-evation of TO during the 25 min period preceding

exit from the lodge (nig. 11). More conclusive resul-ts

were obtainecl from autornatecl recordings in 1974-?5

(Figs. 12 and 13) . These data indicate that the magnitude

of TO el-evation was related to the length of the excursÍ-on,

and was maximal for excursions in excess of 4O min duration

(Fle . Lz)
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Figure 114. Mean body temperature changes of three 0.

zibethicus (Nos. 1, 2, 3) in winter (Dec. 15-Feb . L4,

L9?3-7+), during the 2J min period immediately pre-

ceding exit from the lodge, and during the succeeding

25 min interval when the animal-s were foraging at a

pushup or feeding 1odge. Vertical lines denote the

95 percent confidence limits of the means; numb.ers in
parentheses indicate the number of observations made

at 15 to 24O min intervals.

Figure 11-8. IViean body temperature changes of three 0.

z_iþel_biçus (Nos. 1, 2, 3) in winter (Dec. 15-Feb, L4,

1973-74), during the 2J min period immediately pre-

ceding, and during the 2J min period immediately follow-
ing return to the lodge from a foraging excursion.

Vertical lines denote the 95 percent confidence l-imits

of the means; numbers in parentheses indicate the number

of observations made at 15 to 240 min intervals.
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Figure 12. Mean body temperature changes in 0'

zibethicus (ltos . 20, 2!, 22, 24) associated with the

duration of foraging excursions av\Iay from Lodge No. 5,

Nov. 26-Dec , I!, L9?4. Vertical- l-ines denote the 95

percent confidence limits of the means; values in

par.eltlreses indicate the number of observaiions re-

corded automatically at 5 ti o.S) min intervals'

il".: r--:.j

Body temperature (expressed as deviation tll
from daily mean) at the time of departure
from the lodge in retation to excursion
duration

Body iemperature change during foragiirg
(!.ä. taãt temperature recorded prior tc
exiT - first temperature recorded after
return) in relation to excursion duration
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Figure L3. IVIean body temperature changes in 0.

zibethlcus during one hour immediately preceding,

and during one hour immediately following major ex-

cursions ( > 4o min duration) away from the lodge or

burrow. Body temperature data are presented as

cLevia-Lions f tl f'rorn daiiy means. Vertical lines

denote the 95 percent confidence limits of the means.

I'a.r'i-;.1':":.,Ii'-a ri _,,r:'r

A - Lodge-dwel-ling muskrats (Nos , 20, ?I , 22,
Z4)-manLtored Nov. 26-Dec, Lt, L9?4
(n = 9? excursions)

B - Lodge- (No , 26) and burrow- (n¡o. 2?) dwelling
muskrats monitored June /-July LI, I975
(n = 6Z excursions)

C - A single burrow-dwelling muskrat (l¡o. 25)
occupying a dry ditch, June ZJ-JuLy I,
f9?5 (n = 24 excursions)
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Considering only those excursions > 4o min duration,

a curvilinear increase in TO was observed during the l-ast

6o min prior to exit from the winter lodge (Fig. 134).

This increase attained a mean maximum value of !.zoc

immediately prior to exit from the lodge. Ïn summer'

only a slight rise in TO ( < 0.5 C) occurred during the

last 6O min prior to exit from a J-odge or burrow in the

case of Nos . 26 anô. 2f (Fig. 138), and virtually no in-

crease was observed in No. 25 (¡'ig, I3C). Covariance

Analysis of winter (FiS. 134) and summer (FiS. tiB)

warming slopes (after logarithmic transformation) confirmed

the above d-ifferences (F = 20,0, P ( .001).

ïtlhen muskrats foraged beneath the ice, T¡ always

underwent a net decl-ine, and often continued to drop

during the first 1-0 min after return to the loCge, followed

by a gradual rewarming phase (¡'igs. L!, L3, and 1þA).

Cooling during immersion in water, foll-owed by rewarming

upon withdrawal to a feeding platform or burrow was also

documented in juveniles in summer (Fig. 148). In adults,

the pattern was usually reversed in summer, with TO rising
during the course of an excursion, and then declining

after return to the lodge or burcow (Fig. 14C). This

l-atter trend was especialJ-y pronounced in Muskrat No. 2J

(nig . L3c) .

Body temperature fluctuations during winter or summer

excursions seldom followed uniform declines or elevations,

and often varied with the type of activity (nigs. 1þ and
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Figure 14. Body temperature dynamics of 0. zibethicus

associated with short-term changes in activity during

winter and summer.

A - Adult male (t'lo. 1) monitored Dec . J, 1973
(1404 to L60+ hours)

B - Juvenile mal-e (iVo. L9) monitored. JuLy 2J,
I9T4 (oBoZ to o95g hours)

C - Adutt mal-e (wo. L4) monitored July p,
I9?4 (0g23 to II45 hours)

S - Inactive in lodge or burrow

O Active in lodge or burrow

E Inactive in pushup

tr - Active in, or in immediate vicinity of
pushup

a - Active in emergent vegetation (not
visibl-e )

^ - Swimming/tloating in water (visibl-e)

ê - Tupting/feeding on platform or bank' (visible )

I a:r:r:,rr::l

.. ::,-I
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L5). When muskrats were actively swimming during summer,

TO usually increased i-n adults, and decreased in iuveniles
(t-¿irrerence = 6,8+, P(.01). When these animals were

floating stationary, as often occurred during feeding, a

comparable decl-ine in To (t-Oifference = L,23, P >.05)

was observed. in both groups (nig. tÐ. The body temper-

atures of these muskrats in water also varied with time

of d.y, and tended to increase in both groups between

0500 and 2100 hours--roughly parallel- with concurrent

increases in shall-ow water T, (Fig. L6), The greatest

rate of TO decl-ine occurred in adul-ts engaged in swimming

or diving behavior during winter (Fig. 15).

An elevation of TO was often observed when muskrats

were recorded feeding, grooming, or simply resting on

a bank or feeding platform in summer, or in a pushup

or feeding lodge in winter (nigs. 14 and 15) . In
juveniles during summer, and in adults during winter, such

behavior appeared to retard the net decline in TO assoc-

iated with foraging. A dramatic exampl e of al-ternate

cooling in water and rewarming on a feeding platform is
presented for a juvenile (t'to. 19) in Fig. 148.

Potential error associated with long-term drift in

some transmj.tl.ers (see "Materials and Methods") precluded

statistical comparisons of TO level-s in summer and winter.

However, there was no indication of pronounced seasonal

differences in TO l-evel, and the mean daily amplitude of

of T, in winter (2,2"C) was only slightly greater than
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Figure L5, Rates of body temperature change ('Crlmin)

associated with different activi-bies of 0. zibethicus

d.uring excursions away from the lodge or burrow, in

summer and winter. Rates are calculated from con-

secutive observations made at 1 to J min intervals

during periods of continuous surveil-lance. Data are

based on observations of five muskrats in winter (ttlos'

I, 2, 3, 6, ?), and' two adult (Nos. 13, 14) arid three

juvenile (Nos , L?, 18, 19) muslcrats in summer.

Horizontal and vertical bars denote means and ranges,

respectively; rectangular boxes define the 95 percent

confidence l-imits of the means. Val-ues in parentheses

indicate number of observations.

t] Adut-ts

E - Juveniles
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Figure t6A. Mean body temperatures of adult 0.

zibethicus (Nos, 13, 14) during periods of swimming,

and during periods of inactivity within the burrow,

in rel-ation to time of day and shall-ow (3 to 20 cm)

water Tr, Juty B-29 , I9?1+. Vertical lines denote

the 95 percent confidence l-imits of the means; numbers

in parentheses indicate the number of observations

(>5minapart).

Figure L6B, IVIean body temperatures of juvenile 0.

zj,þ-e!h_I_ç.1¿_q. (Nos . L? , 18, 19) during periods of swim-

ming, and during periods of inactivity within the

burrow, in relation to time of day and shal-Iow (3 to

20 cm) water Tr, Juty t9-30, 1974. Vertical lines

denote the 95 percent confidence limits of the means i

numbers in parentheses indicate the number of obser-

vations (>5 minapart).

Swimming

Inactive in burrow

@ Shallow water T"
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that (1.?'C) in summer.

Appendíces 4 and J.

Individ.ual values are given in

L :,-'r:..rìi



DISCUSSION

Daily Activity Pattern

The occurrence of activity in 0. zibethicus through- .'

out the die] cycle, with nocturnal peaks near dusk and

dawn, agrees with casual- observations reported in the

l-iterature (Johnson L925; Errington 1963; Lowery Lg?4), ,,. ,,

'.,.'
Similar patterns have been d.ocumented in other microtine

rodents as well (Davis L933; Calhoun 1945; Brown Lg56i r,,,,'.¡,

Wiegert 196I; Get z 1968; Gorecki L96B) . The predominance

of the l-ate afternoon-early evening activity peak, and 
:

increased diurnalism in winter, have also been observed 
,

in this species by Van Horn (tgZS). Seasonal studies of 
l

shrews, Sorex spp. and Neomys spp. (B'r,rchalc zyk L)f2), the
:

short-tailed vole, Microtus agrestis (Erkinaro I96L), and

the d.eer mouse, Peromyscus manicul-atus (Behney 1936), have

also indicated a tendency towards increased diurnalism in :.. 
:

:a:".,
:.:-:i1: :; .:.winter.

.:ì :: r..As in various other mammal-s (Brown 1956; Kavanau :::::.,

1962; Aschof f Lg66) , dawn and dusk appear to be key points

in the diel activity cycle of 0. zibethicus, and a re-

duction in winter light intensity may well be the
':t,t lti

imrnediate cause of increased diurnalism in this species.

Enhanced activity resulting from decreased light intensity

has been reported for other, predominantly nocturnal-

mammal-s (etair rg43; Calhoun Ig45; Getz 1968; Jahoda L973), 
i.,

B3
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From an energetic standpoint, nocturnal behavior in
summer coincides with relatively cooJ- air temperatures,

thus al-l-eviating potential heat stress in very warm weather.

conversely, the increased prevalence of d.iurnal behavior

in winter permits activity when macroenvironmental con-

ditions are most favorabl-e (part I). Errington .lgel)
points out that fowa muskrats forage above ground when

subjected to winter drought conditions, and at such times

l-imit feeding to midday when air temperatures are highest.
Examination of Zl4-hour records of feeder and pushup

temperatures in Del-ta l\{arsh, however (part r), indicate
little diel variation, and hence it is unlikery that
diurnal- behavior significa4tly reduces thermoregulatoi'y

costs in winter. fncreased daytime activity may instead
refl-ect a decrease in predation pressure resulting from
protection afforded by ice and snow, or as suggested for
the weddel-l- seal, Leptonychotes weddel-l-i (Kooyman 19? 5) ,

visual cues may facilitate under-ice navigation.
Of perhaps greater ecological significance is the

pronounced inter- and intra-individual- variability in the

d.etailed record.s of activity. Temporal staggering of
activity bouts ensures continuous, or nearry continuous

occupation of winter Ìodges by a variabl-e number of
muskrats, and hence facilitates the maintenance of a

favorabl-e microclimate characterized by low-amplitude

chamber T, fluctuations. such behaviori would. al_so impede

the formation of ice in the open plunge hol-e, which
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coul-d be especially significant in exposed pushups situated

30 m or more from the resident lodge. In this context,

it is interesting to note that there is al-so evidence

of inter-group sharing of pushups (Part IV), which again'

may inhibit ice formation withj.n these structures.

Periodic, and often as¡mchronous actívity in winter

may also Serve an important role in averting social stress

due to overcrowding at feed.ing sites. As indicated in

Part IV, the foraging range of 0. zibethicus is closely

linked to the distribution of feeders and pushups. The

l-imited number of these shelters, coupled with the

diminutive size of the winter pushup (Part I), would thus

favor staggered patterns of foraging activity among

overwintering animals. By enhancing inter-group compat-

ibility, such behavior may indirectly eontribute to social' 
I

I

or group thermoregulation within the winter dlvelling lodge. 
i

The mechanism responsible for the labile activity

pattern of 0. zlbethicus is unknow-n. In winter' one

possible hypothesis involves the expression of individual

free-running activity period.s in the absence of environ-

mental- cues ("zeitgebers"), âs d.escríbed for the beaver,

Castor canad,ensis (Potvin and Bovet 19?5). The presence

of ice and snow may effectivety shield 0. zibethicus from

a potential- zeitgeber such as the daily light cycle, with

the result that individual activity patterns gradually

drift out of phase with sidereal- time. According to this

hypothesis, inter-individuaf differences may reflect Lntra- ;,i:1,,+=.:::

r,,..__: -.. -ì,
ì; -':.r':,r:,ri
i!:i j ;. . i. :r ,j::¡:
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specific variation in the free-running period length.

Tn the present study, lack of continuous, day-to-

day telemetry observations of individual muskrats precluded

statistical testing for free-running periodicity in winter.

However, there was no evidence of regular, daily phase

shifts in winter activity based on lodge Tu. data. This,

together with the occurrence of inter- and intra-individual

differences in activity in summer, indicate that the above

mechanism alone cannot explain the observed variability
of activity in 0. zibethicus.

Dai-ly Activity in Relation to Environmental- Factors

The weak association observed between daily fluctu-

ations in activity and weather further strengthens previous

conc]-usions(PartI)regard'ingthebufferingro1eofthe

winter mícroclimate. In a year-tound field study of

burrow-dvretling muskrats in Wisconsin, Van Horn (I975)

aISO Observed only weak correlationS between theSe 
,.,..-,.,..1¡,

variables. As in the winter phase of the present study i 
-,'::. . ::--:

he found the mos-b significant environmental factors cor- '' '' ',

rel-ating v'iith activity to be photoperiod and air Tr.

An elevation of activity in response to precipitation

was not observed in the present study, in contrast to the '. ','

results of Stewart and Bider (tgZt+) ,

Poor correl-ation of activity with short-term changes

in weather are often observed in smal-l-mammal field studies

(Gentry et aI . 1"966; Doucet and Bid.er I9?4; O'Farrell i,,.:; .!.,,,:.:.,,::
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Ig7+) , although a number of workers (Linduska L9t+?;

Pruitt and Lucier I95B; Getz I96L; Muul 1968; Kenagy

I9?3; Pauls, pers. comm. ) have reported a general

suppression of activity with decl-ining air T.. The

latter trend is particularly pronounced in the arboreal

squirrels: Tamiasciurus hud.sonicus (Pauls ' pers. comm. ) ,

and Gl-aucomys volans (Muul- L96B) , which are active in
the macroenvironment both summer and winter.

In the case of O. ziþethicq_s, exposure to potentially

stressfut macroclimatic conditions occurs principally in

l-ate faII and early spring when l-ow air and water tem=

peratures prevail in the absence of ice and snow cover.

It is therefore not surprising that the strongest ínverse

relationship between total time in the lodge per day and

mean daily air T., occurred just prior to freeze-up, and

that a weaker, though still significant negative corre-

lation persisted through early winter in the absence of

a significant snow cover. In this context, the reduction

in activity observed shortly after freeze-up in November

(nig. 5¡ may reflect a decl-ine in air Tr, âs wel-l as a

restriction of movement imposed by the ice cover. Too

few data are available aI the present time, however, for
definitive conclusions concerning these l-atter r:el-ation-

ships.

Failure to demonstrate a strong correlation between

activity ancL weather in summer suggests that factors

other than thermal- stress, such as reproductive and
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territorial behavior, may be more important in deter-

mining day-to-day variation in the level and pattern

of activity. The limited evidence indicating abandonment

of summer lodges by adult o. zibethicus implies a

d.ecreased. need for shelter protection from iow aj-r :,'',',

temperatures d.uring this season. The use of inland

bur¡ows by two lodge-d.welling ad.ults in mid'-summer may

instead. refl-ect a need to avoid high temperatures en- 
:,:,r;,

countered in summer lodges (Part I). . '

, 

t.,.t- 
l:, .'

In contrast, the weak positive correlation between :.::::"

time spent in lodge or burrow per d,ay and mean daily 
:

windspeed. in summer and early winter, suggests that wind

may inhibit activity during the period of open water.

Foraging behavior in O. zibethicus often involves frequent

transitions betu¡een water and air, and during such aciivity' l

wind may enhance both convective and evaporative cooling
,

The combined effects of wind and wave action may also

increase tlie energy cost of swimmi.g, reducing foraging
i.1¡. 

-.:: ;.

i -: -.efficiency still further. A reduction in activity 
,1. .,

associated wi-th wind has also been observed in the varying j"' ,'

hare, Lepus ameLicagus (niOer Ig6L) , and in the deer mouse ,

Peromvscus maniculatus (Hammer 1969) '

of alf environmental variables tested, only photo- 
i:.i:.i..

period changed in a uniform' predictabl-e manner, and this

variable proved most strongly correl-ated with total time

spent in lodge or burrov¿. This element of time-dependency

is consistent with winter movement data (Part IV) indicating 
"r ;t",
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increased activity and utilization of peripheral home

range in early winier. An hypothesis dealing with the

energetic significance of peripheral resource utílization
in early winter is presented in Part IV.

Concept of Constancy in Dail-y and Seasonal Activity
Despite the variability in the daily level and

distribution of actívity in 0. zibethicus, close exam-

ination of the automated series of recordings also reveals

an underlying element of constancy. Thus, the mean total
time per day spent in the lodge in winter does not differ
significantly from that spent in the lodge or burrow in
summer. Simil-arly, the logarithmic regression of daily
excursion frequency on mean daily excursion duration is
similar in summer and winter, and the hyperbolic rel-ation-

ship between these variabl-es suggests that their produ.ct

is a constant val-ue. Moreover, the mean periodicity of

short-term activity bouts is simil-ar in summer (5,8 hours)

and winter (6.2 hours), implying the existence of an

underlying metabol-ic rhythmicity. Short-term rhythms

of 2 to 4. B hours have been described for other microtine

rodents (Davis fn3; Pearson L947; Brown f956; Vùiegert

196I; Ambrose 1973), the l-aboratory rat, Rattus norvegicus

(Richter L92?), and various species of shrews (Crowcroft

rgfi) .

r:ai'.r.::-' -ri:::-
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Bodv Temperature in Relation to Activitv
The positive correlation between activity l-eve1 and

T- usually observed ín adult 0. zibelhicus is in general
v

agreement with other mammalian studies conducted under

natural or semi-natural (¡'ottc and Folk 1.964; I[acArthur

and lrrianS L9?3; Alelcsiur- I9?7), and l-aboratory (Barthol-omew

and Cade L95?; i\lorrison et aI. 1959; Yousef et al. f9?3)

conditions. However, the data reported herein cÌearly

indicate that the association between these two variables

is complicated by the interaction of a number of biotic
and abiotic factors. For example, the TO response vari-es

with type of activity (nig, L5), and hence inter- and

intra-individual variabil-ity in the proportion or in-
tensity of the different activity types (!.g. swimming,

diving, floating, feeding on bank or p-l.¿1¡orm) may alter
both the direction and degree of correl-atíon between

these variables.

The elevation of TO frequently noted during swimming

activity in adul-t 0. zibethicus in summer may be partially
attributed to a temporary rise in metabolic heat production,

which is not immediately compensated for by a concurrent

increase in thermal conductance. This hypothesis (lvtcNa¡

and Morrison l-9Ø) is consistent with the excell-ent

insul-ation of this species (Part III), and the observation

that surface swimming is the energeticall-y most demanding

mode of aquatic locomotion in vertebrates (Schmidt-Nielsen

L972) , In contrast, the T¡ decline often observed in



swrmm:.ng Juveniles may be attributed to the relatively

large surface area-to-volume ratio and probabl-e inferior

pelage insulation of these animals, and hence their

greater capacity for cooling in water.

Thecoo1ingcapacityofwaterisstrongl-yevidentin

the comparison of three adult muskrats (Nos . 25, 26, 2?) 
'"'"'

in summer, one of which (ivo. 25) lacked aceess to open water

(Fig' 13) ' As expected' No' 25 demonstrated' the most dra- 
,,,.,..,;...:..;;

matic increase in TO associated with activity in this study ,,.,:'1,.t,;::
.: .:;i. : :

It might be inferred from these data that immersion in 
:,;;,,:._,,,, ,:

water facilitates heat loss and prevents hyperthermia during '':"'"

activity bouts in hot summer weather
i

Time of day also has a bearing on the relationship be- 
i
:

tween activity and TO. In both adults and juveniles (Fig. 
l

L6) there is evidence that TO during foraging excursions l

I

is highest in late afternoon and early evening. This 
i

corresponds to the period when shal-low water T, is highest, i

l

and hence the thermal gradient between skin and water is

minimal- . These resul-ts are somewhat comparabÌe to studies ,:: ...
, :1: ,1,¡,: ;::;:,:::

of terrestrial mammals indicating that the T¡ el-evation 
,,,,',,..,,:,:,:,:,

associated v¡i.th exercise is greatest at high air temperatures ";""""'

(Hart and, Heroux L955; Wunder L7TO; Yousef et al L9?3),

rn winter, the unexpected fi_nding that activity and 
i,,:,,:::.,.:.:::

T- u¡ere positively correlated v¡hile T.,^ invariably declined rr::..r,,.:,:..

during foraging excursions, is explained by the marked rise
in T- prior to exit from the lodge. Thus, despite the netD*
dro'p j-n T- while foraging, most of the temperatures recorded

".: 

iduring activity are still elevated above resting values i..,,,':Ë¡',,:

gI
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in winter.
Elevation of abdominal T¡ prior to the onset of

activity has al-so been observed in the red squirrel-'

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus kept in outdoor enclosures

during winter (Paul-s, pers. comm. ), and there is some

evidence suggesting that this phenomenon may occur in

free-ranging beaver (Al-eksiuk L97?), laboratory studies

of the Belding ground squirrel, Spermophil-us beldingi

(Morhardt and Mott L975), the l-aboratory rat (Goltnick

anð. Ianuzzo L96B), and the domestrc chicken, Gal-l-us

gallus (Aschoff L96B) have al-so indicated a rise in

rectal or abdominal T¡ preceding the onset of activity.

These results imply an "anticipatory" elevation of the

hypothalamic set-point, and in fact, increases in hypo-

thalamic temperature associated with fe,eCing or lccomotor

activity have been clearly demonstrated in the laboratory

rat (Abrams and Hammel L96l+) , and in the domestic cat,

Felis catus (Adams L9Ø) . Abrams and. Hammel (t964)

also noted that a'lodominaf TU closely paralleled changes

in hypothalarnic ternperature, although sometimes lagging

behind the la.tter.

Furthôrmore, Aschoff (Lg6B) fras summarized published

data indicating a phase-lag betrveen TO and activity in

botli entrained and in free-running circadian rhythms, and

he advances the hypothesis that the two rhythms ate sep-

arate oscil]ators. Aschoff postulates further that while

these oscillators rnay be mutually coupled, it shoul-d not
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be assumed e priori that their relationship is always one

of cause and effect.
Applying this reasoning to 0. zibethicus, eirdogenous

osci]lators governing activity and To rhythms may be

closely synchronized in summer, whereas a significant

phase-Iag may exist in winter, such that To elevation

precedes onset of activity in the latter season. Thus,

the increase of To observed in adults foraging during

summer may reftect an elevation of hypothal-amic set-point

temperature coinciding with the onset of exercise. The

effects of such factors as intensity and type of activity

and wate. Tu- may then be superimposed on this endogenous

Tn i ncrease '

Approached from an ecological perspective, the

elevation of TO Prior to entry into water in the v¡inter

is of d-istinct advantage in retarding the development

of hypothermia. By initiating activity at an ele'¡ated

TO baseline, the muskrat can withstand a greater degree

of cooling, and hence can remain active in near-freezing

water for longer periods. The importance of an elevated

TU in enhancing the capacity for muscular work has been

previously emphasized. (Asmussen and Boje L945; Nielson

1968) , and in o. zibethicus, such an elevation could be

expected to improve the locomotor efficiency associated

with foraging in cold water.

Aside from the tremendous capacity for heat loss to

water via conductive and convective routes, the fact that



0. zibethicus mus'b sustain dives beneath the ice also

implies a depressj.on in metabolism and drop in TO

associated with diving (Anderse:n 1966; Costello and

Whittorv L9?5). Although metabolic d.ata are lacking,

Drummond and Jones (I9?2) dernonstrated pronounced brady-

card.ia in 0. zibethicus within 200 msec of entering a

dive, and it is highly probable that a depression of

metabol-ic rate al-so occurs. Pre-warming, thenr mây offset
a drop in TO resulting no-b only from enhanced heat loss

to water, but also from a marked reduction in metabolic

rate incurred whil-e diving beneath the ice.
The pre-exit elevation of TO is maximal for excursions

>40 min duration (nig, 72A) when it rnay be assumed that

the animals are foraging at a distant pushup or feeder,

where the probl em of TO cool ing is most critical. It was

commonly observed that when initiating a major activity
bout, a muskrat often swam directly from the lodge to a

distant pushup, and the underwater traversal of this
distance constituted the longest sustained dive during

the excursion. Thus, it woul-d seem highly adaptive for
the muskrat to elevate its T¡ immediately prior to em-

barking on these relatively J-ong-distance underwater

excursions. The enhanced potential for cooling during

d.iving may also account for the rapid (usually < 2 min)

transit of animal-s between lodge and pushup. The duration

of these uncler-ice movements never approached the diving

endurance limit of 72 min reported for this species

94
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(Irvins L939).

The observation that the increase in TO prior to

activity is far more pronounced in winter than in summer

may refl-ect a reduction in the proportion of diving

behavior , and/or the prevalence of warm ambient tem-
'.::.:: -:

peratures during the latter season. 
:

Examination of activity and TO dynamics during foraging
i,,:'i,t,:

excursions also reveals the significance of feeding and i,:,',.,".

resting sheliers (i.e. pushups, feeders, and feerling 
,i,,,..,i...

platforms) in permitting periodic re-warming, and retarding

the d"evelopment of hypothermia. This behavioral thermo-

regulation attains maximal significance during winter'
'bu.t it is also clearly adapti',re in offsetting body cooling i

,

in juveniles foraging in water during summer. The resul-ts

illustrated rn Fig , !4 are in marked contrasi to the

uniform cooling curves obtained. from free-swimming
i

muskrats in the laboratory, where there was no facility

for vol-untary withd.rawal from water (Part III). l,,r,il,,
I .: .:':::

The find.ing that net decline in Tr^ during winter increased ,,,.,.,',.,,u ,.,r,.

with time away from the lodge for excursions < 4o min

duration, but became relatively ind.ependent of excursion

duration for longer period.s of absence (nig, LzB), provides
, t.::::' :: ::'

further support for behavioral thermoregulation. Besides i'ì'.:::''

imply.ing an increased dependence on shelter use with

increasing absence from the resident lodge, these data
'

suggest tha-L TO may drop to a critical l-evel before
ti;.¡.;;lbehavioral avoidance of further cooling is activated. i:i
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Although speculati-ve, this view is compatible with the

results of VrJeiss and Laties (fg6f ) in¿icating that operant-

conditioned laboratory rats wiII bar-press for heat

reinforcement only after und.ergoing an initial decline in

deep TO.

The need to re-warm periodically during a foraging

excursion may, âs hypothesized by Smyth (l-973) for the

platypus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus, prolong the total

time required to satisfy energy demands, and hence reduce

overall- foraging efficiency. This need. to periodically

re-warm may account for the greater mean excursion

duraiion in winter (83 min), âs opposed to summer (JJ min)'

In conclusion, this investigation reveals that 0.

zibethicus is capable of fairty precise thermoregulation

in nature, with little seasonal variation in either -l-evel

or da1ly amplitude of To oscillations. This precision

appears to be achieved in part, through behavioral mech-

anisms for maintaining an optimal microclimate, âs well

as behavioraf adaptations for limiting exposure to col-d

during foraging. There is also evidence that muskrats

may ,,prepare physiologically" for foraging activity in

winter by elevating TO Prior to departing from the dwelling

lodge and entering water at near-freeztng temperature.s.
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PART IIÏ

Laboratory Study of Temperature Regulation in Seasonal'ly-

Acclimatized Muskrats (Ondatra zibethieus)
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INTRODUCTION

Previous field studies of 0. zibethicus (Parts I and

'II) have emphasized the role of behavior in avoiding

climatic stress and regulating body temperature in a

temperate zo¡¡e marsh. Despite behavioral adaptations

for minimizing exposure to cold' muskrats must dive

periodically in near-freezing water to gain access to the

submerged and. rooted. vegetation upon which they feed

during winter (Bell-rose 1950), Surprisingfy, the few

physiological data available in the f-iterature suggest

that this species has a poor tolerance to hypothermia in

water (Hart L962; Shcheglova 1965) . Furthermore, nei-ther

Hart (1962) nor McEwan et al-, (L9?4) were able to d'emon-

strate seasonal changes in the metabolic response to air

temperature in this species. However, the period of

acclimation was not clearly defined' in either of these

latter studies "

It is the aim of the present investigati-on to provide

new informati-on concernj-ng temperature regulation in the

muskrat maintàined. under laboratory cond'itions. In view

of the pronounced annual range of water temperatures

(O to 3OoC) encountered. in Delta Marsh (Part I), it is

also relevant to examine potential Seasonal dj-fferences

in the thermoregulatory capabilities of this species in

air and water. Seasonal ad.aptations und'er consideration
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I

include huddling behavior, resistance to deep body cooling'

and the role of brown adipose tissue during swimming in

cold water.

ji..
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MATERIAI,S AND METHODS

Colfection ol Animals

Muskrats used in this study were l-ive-trapped in

Delta Marsh ( 50011 'N; 98023'llrl) , approximately 120 km

northwest of Inlinnipeg, Manitoba. Trapping was d'one with

National Live Traps (16.5 x 16 .5 x 48.3 cm) as described

in Part II, and animals were transported' to the University

of Manitoba within l}8 hours of capture" Most data were

obtained from 2þ subad.ul-t and ad.ult muskrats (550 fo

tL?O g) of both sexes. Fourteen of these animals (9 males'

5 femal-es) were trapped during December, Januaryr and

February, Lg?5, and the remaining 10 (8 males, 2 females)

during July and August, L9? 5. Additi-onal d.ata were

collected from 6 males and. 2 females (550 to 630 8)

trapped in September, Ig?3, and from a single female

(1100 g) obtained in June, l9?4o

Care of Muskrats in the LabolatorY

once in the laboratory, animals were immediately

placed. in a wal-k-in environmental chamber that was kept
!

at 10 (I f ,O)oC with a photoperiod. of 9LztSD during winter,

and at 20 (1 f.O)oC with a photoperiod of t6L:8D during

summer. Each animal was housed in a separate wire cage

(National- Live Trap described above) tnroughout the

experimental period. All cages were mounted on a slight

Ll- . -.,

i.i
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incline in a fibreglass tank (10.2 x ?6,2 x t?t.9 cm)

supplied with running water (fo to 11oC in winter; 20

to ZloC in summer). The lower half of each cage was

immersed in the water to a depth of 3 to 5 cm. All 
:: : :

animal-s were fed commercial rat chow supplemented with :'

fresh apple and carrot. Adjustment to captivity was

excel-lent, and most animals gained weight on the diet
provid.ed. Although other method.s of housing muskrats i,...,.',

.::: : ,.

were attempted (Appendix 8), the above system proved most 
,,,.,,,.,

practical. Upon completion of laboratory studi-es, animals i: ':

were returned to Del-ta Marsh and released.

Oxvsen Consumption

The oxygen consumption of individual muskrats in air 
l

was measured, over an ambient temperature (T") range of 
:

-t? to SOoC during summer and winter. To obtaj-n an

estimate of standard metabolic ra.te (Snß) ' animals were

fasted 12 to 14 hours prior to oxygen consumption deter- .; ,:,,;.¡;r,1:
.::,: : .;:,:::

minations at thermoneutral temperatures of 15 to 25"C ,: -¡ ,:

(Hart Lg62; McEwan èt aI. Lg?4), All other tests were '" '"

performed on animal-s fed prior to, but not during metabolism

runs. In order to eval-uate the metabolic efficiency of

huddling, the oxygen consumption of an aggregate of three ..,: :

non-fasted animafs was measured over an air T" range of

-7? to zOoC during winter,

Oxygen consumption was measured. in an open-circuit

system using a Beckman F-3 Paramagnetic Oxygen Analyzer .....,::...,

:/i
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connected to a strip chart recorder (¡'isfrer Recordall

5000). The metabolism chamber used. for runs on single

animals consisted of a rectangular metal box (2o.3 x 2L.6

x 53.8 cm) fitted with a removable plexiglass top. This

,unit just accomodated a single holding cage (National Live

Trap). The chamber used in huddling experiments consisted.

of a glass aquarium (26.7 x 3t.8 x J0.8 cur) fitted with

a wire mesh floor and. a removable plexiglass top. Each

chamber was equipped with inlet and. outlet air ports, and.

a port for insertion of a YSI (No. 4OZ) Tele-Thermometer

probe for air T. measurements. The metabolism chamber was

housed in a wal-k-in environmental chamber that eould be

regulated to within i 1.0"C of the desired T.. Air was

supplied to the metabolism chamber from a compressed air
outlet after d.ecompression to 3 psi by a Matheson low

pressure regulator and passage through a copper coil in

the environmental chamber to achieve T* equilibrium.

Flow rate to the chamber was measured with a calibrated

Matheson flow meter, and was kept eonstant at t57O ee/min

during runs on single animals, and 35oo or llooo cc/min

during runs on hud.dled animal-s. Iirlater was removed. from

the downstream airflow by passage through two plexiglass

tubes containing Drierite (CaS04). ülater was not removed

from the upstream airfl-ow, except when frost build-up in
the inlet tubing necessitated. dessieation at air tem-

peratures of -10"C and lower.

:.:ll

:-

t. 1.

i".' ,,
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AIl measurements were made in total darkness, with

the exception of the huddling experiments in which dim,

ineandescent il-lumination (approximately 4 foot-candles)

was used to observe the animals. Rectal body temperatures

were not i'ecorded during oxygen consumption runs to avoid

stressing animals. All experiments were performed between

OgOO and.2100 hours, and. the duration of each run was 3

to 4 hours at a specified T.. For each run, the minimum

oxygen consumption for a period of at least 12 min duration
was ealculated, and eorrected to Standard. Temperature and

Pressure (STP).

To minimize acclimation effects, rnetabolic experiments

were initiated within 2ll hours of bringing the ani-mals

into the laboratory, and all major tests were finished
within 15 days. Measurements at air temperatures of t5
to 25"C weré completed during the first week of tests; al-l
other runs (1O to -t?"C) were conducted after Z to t5 days

in captivity. As a check for possible acclímation at
temperatures of 8 to 20oC, the metabolic responses of 8

animals (6 in winter; 2 in summer) measured over this tem-

perature range during the first J days, were repeated,

after 12 to 18 days in captivity"

Bod.v Temperature

Resistance to body cooling in air and water, and the

role of brown adipose tissue during swimming were assessed

from abdominal and subcutaneous body temperature (Tb)
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measurements. Except for a limited number of rectal

determinations made with a YSI (l¡o. 4OZ) Te]e-Thermometer

probe, all laboratory observations of To were obtained

via radio telemetry. Abdominal TO measurements were made

with continuous tone FM transmitters (l¡lang l 9?2) surgi- ','i,",:',',

calty implanted into the abdominal cavity. Surgery was

performed within 24 hours of bringing the animals into

the laboratory, and. telemetry observations were initiated :,:,: ,:

2 to 3 days subsequent to the operation. Details concerning 
:":rr'-:::::

the construction, calibration and decoding techniquêS, 't"t".'.1'tt''''

and surgical procedure have been presented in Part If"

Transmitters were selected which showed no signs of drift 
,

during initiat calibrations. Upon completion of exper-

iments all transmitters were removed from the animals and

reca1ibrated.Inthefewcasesinwhichd.etectab]-edrift
had occurred ( < .5"C), linearity of drift was assumed 

'

(cal-ibration slope remaining constant), and the TO values

were corrected on a daily basis .: :., ,.,:

Subcutaneous TO measurements were obtained by means ,. " , '

of commercial AM transmitters (Mini-Mitters Ïnc " ) tfrat .t ,''','t,:

measured B x I x 15 mm and weighed approximately 2 g.

These transnitters were waterproofed and calibrated in

a waterbath as d.escribed for the FM units (Part II), with 
,,,,.,,,.;,,

'. :

the exception that the temperature-dependent frequency of

the pulsed signal- was determined with the aid of a

stopwatch. The AM transmitters were employed to measure

subcuianeous TOr overlying interscapular brown adipose 
,..;.,:,..r:.::
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tissue (rggf ), and the mid.-dorsal lumbar region (l\DL)

approximately 10 cm posterior to the IBAT" Each trans-

mitter was inserted through a 1 cm incísion in the skin'

and was positioned over the desired site approximately

1 to 2 cm lateral to the incision' Transmitters were '"''"''..'

implanted in animals that had been in captivity for
1! to 20 days, and observations were begun 2 to J days

subsequent to surgery. Problems with frequency overlap t' 
,.,,'i,.

::,,.t.,',.,:.

preclud.ed the use of AM transmitters in both sites in 
,:,,,,.,,,,

the same individual. 0n1y those muskrats equipped with ir"."'i'j:

the IBAT transmitter also carried the FM abdominal- unit
:

simultaneously

Body Temperature and Activity in Refation to Air Temperature

Abdominal temperatures of 5 muskrats kept in holding

cages within a walk-in environmental chamber were monitored

by telemetry over r Tu. range of -20 to 3Oo C during suilrmer,

after 3 to 15 days in eaptivity. At each T. setting, Tb

was recorded at 10 to 20 min intervals over a J hour

period, during which time activity was visually monitored

at 2 to 3 min interval-s. For two of these animals, T'b

was al-so recorded during oxygen consumption runs between

o C and -zoo! "

Bodv Temperature in Relation to Inlater Temperature

The T,- responses during and following immersion in
water ranging in temperature from 0 to 3O"C were evaluated ,
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in 5 animals during sunmer' and in 5 animals during winter,

after 3 to 20 days in captivity. During eaeh run the

water T. was hetd within 1oC of the desired. Ievel, and

most tests were conducted in a laboratory room where air
T^ varied. from 20 to 23"C. Each run consisted of releasing ','',',.'a

a single animal into a circul-ar fibregJ-ass tank (díam =

t,22 m; ht = Q.93 n) filled with water to a depth of 31

to 36 cm. The animal was permitted to swi-m and dive i.,,a,,,'.

und.isturbed in the tank for 2J min, while TO was recorded 
;;,,.,.,,,1,

at 2 min intervals, beginning with the time of entry into i':"":"'

water. Upon completion of the run, the animal was returned

to its holding cage (usualIy voluntarily). Following

remova]-ofananima1fromwaterat6oC,Towasrecorded
Iat 5 to 10 min intervals during rewarming at an air T.

of OoC, looc , or 20 to 23oC l

i

For tests invol-ving concurrent measurements of 
I

abdominal- and, subcutaneous Tb, the above tank was placed .

in an environmental chamber kept at SoC, and with a water ,,,,..
i'trt... ,t- ,,

T- held constant at O to ZoC, Here, runs of 2J and 50 ,'.".':',
A _ 

,,r. ¡..,.,
min duration were conducted. ' , ,', '

' -i. :.::: , ìi:
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RESUTTS

Oxygg¡r Consumption of Single Animals

The metabolic responses of muskrats to air tem-

peratures ranging from -1J to 30oC did not differ

significantly between summer and. winter (Fig. 1A)' In

both Seasons oxygen consumption was minimal at ZJoC, , and

increased. above and below this va]ue, with no indication

of a well-d.efined thermoneutral zone. The mean SIVIR at

25"c was o.?5 cc o2/e.h (range = 0,66 to o.B3 cc o2/e,h)

in both sunmer (4 animal-s) and winter (4 animals)" The

irregularity in the metabolic curve between 5o0 and, ZJ,C

precluded aecurate definition of the lower critical T.,

but the inerease in ox¡rgen consumption appeared to be

linear at air temperatures below 5"C, The slope of thermal

conductance (!.g. coefficient of heat transfer, C) was

derived by T-,east-Squares regression for values between

9o6 and -ts"C, and did not differ significantly between

summer (-o.o2B ce or/e.h.oc) and winter (-o.oz? cc

or/e.h.o c ) "

Consid.erabte variability existed in the body weights

(Wb) of animal-s used for metabolie studies (range = 550

to I1?A g), and a significant logarithmic regression

(r = tO.6B, P<.01) was obtained between minimal oxygen

consumption and. body weight, over t T" range of 75 to

3o"C (Fig , 2A). The exponentiaf regression equation

i.-
i',,

Ìt..
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Figure 14. Mean ninimal oxygen consumption (MR) of

seasonally-acclimatized 0. zibethieus at d.ifferent

ambient temperatures. Vertical- l-ines denote 95 percent

confidence limits of means; numbers above and below lines

indicate sample size. Regressi-on lines for summer

(v - 1.n-o.oz8x) and winter (Y = 1.16-0.02?x) ¿ata were

fitted by the method of Least-Squares over " T" range of

O to -15"C, and extrapolated to MR = Q (dashed line).

Figure 18. Minimal- oxygen consumption (l\ß) of single, and

of aggregates of three 0. zibethicus at different ambient

temperatures in winter. Mean values are presented for
single animals and the resul ts of ind.ividual runs for
grouped animals. Regressi-on l-ines for single (Y = !,20-

o,o?+x) and for aggregates (Y = 1.0&-0.01¿x) of anj-mals

were fitted by the method of Least-Squares over . 1"

range of 10 to -!?"C, and extrapolated. to IVIR = Q (dashed

line).

O Muskrats 1 to 1J days in captivity in summer
(B animals; 84 measurements)

O Muskrats 1 to 1'5 days in captivity in winter
(tZ anima]s i 94 measurements)

^ Muskrats fasted 12 to 1& hours prior to start
of ruri in winter (11 animal-s; LL measurements)

a Muskrats fasted 12 to 1þ hours prior to start
of run in summer (8 animals; B measurements)

t Aggregate of I muskrats 1 to 15 days in
captivity in winter
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Figure 24" The relationship between ln body weight and

ln minimal oxygen consumption (lvR) of seasonally-

acclimatized 9. zibethicus over an air T" range of

t5 to 3ooC (summer and winter data pooled). Regression

line was fitted by the method. of Least-Squareso

Figure 28, Mean minimal oxygen consumption (lvIR) of

seasonally-acclimatized 0. zibethicus at different

ambient temperatures, after correction for metabolic

size. Verticat lines denote 95 petcent confidence limits

of means; numbers above and below lines indicate sample

sizes. Regressj-on lines for summer (Y = 6,50-0.154X)

and winter (Y = 6.2t-0,138X) data were fitted by the

method of l,east-Squares over . T" range of 0 to 'IS"C,

and. extrapolated. to IVIR = Q (dashed line)"

O Muskrats 1 to t5 daSrs in captivity'in
summer (B animals; 84 measuiements)

O Muskrats 1 to t5 days in captivity in
winter (tZ animâls;- 94 measurements)

^ 
Muskrats fasted. 12 to 14 hours prior to
start of run in winter (ff animals;
11 measurements)

^ 
Muskrats fasted t2 to 14 hours prior to
start of run in summer (B animals;
B measurements)
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(v = 3,75 y0'77¡ did not differ significantly from the

Brody-Proctor Equation, Y - 3.go x0'73 (Brody 194il,
Correction for metabolic size (aivi¿ing hourly oxygen

consumption values uv woo'75¡ as advocated by Hart

(tgZt) and Kleiber (Lg?5), d.id not significantly alter
either the variability or pattern of oxygen consumption

values, although it did increase the discrepency between

summer and. winter conductance slopes (Fig. 2B) 
"

No significant differences in oxygen consumption

resulted from fasting animals tZ to 1ll hours, âs opposed

to providing food ad libitum immediately prior to tests

at t5 to 25oc (FiS. 1A).

Replication of metabolíc experiments 12 to 18 days

after initial tests resulted in a mean i-ncrease of 0.111

cc or/e.h (ra:.rge - -0,!? to +0.115 cc o2/e,h). However,

this increase was not significant (t = L,63, P ).05),
and in J0 percent of the cases, the increase was less

than 0.0J cc Ar/e,h, Details for individ.ual animals are

given in Appendix 90

Although too few activity data were obtained in the

laboratory for meaningful correlation with oxygen con-

sumption, it was observed that maximal activity (active

JB percent of all- observations mad.e at 2 to 3 min intervals
per 3 hour period) oceurred at " T" of 1oo0. At o to 5oC,

and at 25"C, activity was reduced to 3t and 28 percent,
respectively. At sub-freezing temperatures, animals

assumed spherical postures, punctuated. by intermittent
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bursts of activity. At a T. of 30"C, muskrats often laid
prostrate on the cage floor, with tails extended, and with

the ventral surfaces of the hind feet exposed to air.

0x ',:':.':,':

The weight-specific metabotic rate of an aggregate

of three muskrats was generatly lower than that of a

single animal measured. at a correspond.ing air Tr,between 
,,,.q,r,,,,

zoo} and -t?"c during wínter (¡'is. 1B). Over . T" range '':::::'
'''. :

of 10 to -t?"C, the elevation, but not the slope of the '.'..,.¡,

regressíon of oxygen consumptio.n on ai-r T. was significantly
lower (Covariance Analysis, F = 11.1, P<.01) in grouped, 

,

than in single individual-s. As in single animals, there r

was no clear demarcation of thermoneutrality in the grouped.

anima1s,a1thoughhere,themeanoxygenconsumptionbe-

tween looC and 2ooC (o,?g cc o2/e.h) did not differ 
,

significantly from that of single, non-fasted animals

at 25"C (o"Bo cc or/e.h),
,.¡,,. :... :.¡. I

The T" between adjacent individuals (measured with a ¡,,,r,¡¡,,

YSr No . t+oz rere-fhermometer probe) in a "close huddle" 
1,,':,'.,,,

ranged from zt+ to zBoC, when the air T. 1J em above the ':: :

group was varied between OoC and 10oC.

Asgregation ilehavior of Muskrats in Ïüinter

In all runs invol-víng aggregatj-ons of muskrats, the

animals proved highly gregarious, with no outward man-

ifestatíons of aggression. Group conformation was highly
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variable, ranging from animals piled one on top of the

other to individuals sitting side by side. The two

extremes of this behavioral gradient are illustrated
in Appendix 10. No consistency was observed between

conformation pattern and air T^' although there was a

greater tendency for horizontal rather than vertical
d.isplacement at warmer temperatures. Period.ic re-

shuffling of individuals within the group occurred at

all- air temperatures, with a mean periodicity of 12 nin

(range - I to 35 min, n = 2J6 observati-ons) over " T.

range of o to 1ooC. Re-shuffling was frequently

accompanied by vocalizations, and' the movement of one 
,

animal over the bodies of other individuals often involved 
f

j

pronounced extension of the hind feet of the former animal.
l

:

i

i

Body Temperature

The abdominal temperatures of five muskrats in summer :

(n = ?4), and of five muskrats in winter (n = ?9) recorded r,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,.i,,,,,

via telemetry at an air T" of 20 to 23oC, vari-ed from 35,8 ,,',', ',,',

to 39.3oC. For these same individuals, the mean (1 S.n. ) ":'': 

;.:: :.::

T- in summer (37.5 I ,O7oC)'was not significantly different
o

from that in winter (37.6 I .o7oc). Vrlith the exception

of a single female (No. ?) , no TO differences were observed , ' 
.'.':.i

between sexes. In the case of No. /, the mean TO rose

from 3?.5 (June 6-9, n = L05) prior to giving birth to

a l-itter on June L2, to 38,2"C (June t3-1'6r lr = t2Ð

after gíving birth, and while the female was nursing young. it,.: ii',.¡r..,¡:
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This increase was highly significant ( t = !9,2, P < .Oo1).

The rectal TO of eight animals examíned during Sep-

tember at an aj-r Tu of 20 to 23"C varied from 36.4 to

39.t"c, with a mean (j s.n.) of 3B.o 1 .z8oc. owing to

potenti-aI stress incurred while restraining the animals

these rectal val-ues should be viewed with caution.

Abd.ominat temperatures determined by rapid insertion

of a YSI thermistor probe through a small- abd.ominal incision

in five lightly-anaesthetized animals indicated a mean TO

grad.ient of 1" 1oC between the lower and' upper abd'omen.

Highest temperatures were recorded in the vicinity of the

liver and d-iaphragm (Appendix 11) .

i

Abdominai Temperature in Relation to Air and Trlater ,,

Temperàtuge 
;

r a 1 ! ,-a m : 
-It is evident from Fig. 3 that abdominal T¡ is

relatively constant over an air T. range of .-20 to 30"C.

Irinear, or slightly curvilinear rates of abd'ominal

cooling were observed at al-l water temperatures tested l'l 
,

in summer, and at all water temperatures bel-ow, but not :,;;'1"

"". .--"l.:':

including 3ooc in winter (Fis. ¿t). least-squares regres-

sion of T, or In T,, on time i-n water resulted in summerþo
and. winter cool_ing slopes which were significantly 

¡.-:, ,,,

different at all water temperatures tested (Covariance

Analysis, P < .01) . AIso r âs indicated in Tabl-e 1,

Least-Squares regression of the thermal gradient,

ln (T¡ - lrlater T.) on time in water resulted in summer 
i.:;:,,;:.
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Figure 3. Body tenperatures of 0. zibethicus at

different air temperatures in the laboratory during

July and August, Lg?4 (5 animals ¡ 449 observations).

Horizontal and vertical lines denote means and rangêS'

respectively; rectangular boxes define the pJ percent

confidence limits of the means. Va1ues in parentheses

indicate the number of observations mad.e at 10 to 20

min intervals per J hour surveillance period.

Measurements made in holding
cages (5 animals)

Measurements made in metabolism
chamber during oxygen consumption
runs (2 animals)
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Figure 4, Abdominal temperature changes of 0. zibethicus

during immersion in water ranging from 6 to 3OoC in
su¡nmer (5 animals; tO36 observations) and in winter

(5 animals; !tO6 observations). Symbols denote mean

values (9 to 29 observatj-ons per 2 min interval)¡
numbers in parentheses indicate rates of cooling ("C/min)

based on L,east-squares regression of TO on time in water"
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Table 1. Least-Squares regression analysis g! a¡"_ rsi4tio-lshiP- between
il-Itb-: I¡Iãi;r Trl and ti¡né in water (x variabre) for 0. -ziÞethicus in

sumner and winter

Period

Summer

Water
Ta(oc)

6

10

t5

?o

25

)o

l{Ìnter

253

99

110

110

t)2
110

Reg.

coeff.

-0. oo54

-0.0068

-0.0064

-o.oo57

-0.0069

-o.0062

6

10

1.5

20

25

3o

-0.? 5

-o.64

-0,75

-0.70

-0 .llg

-o .53

3t9
110

110

110

110

110

i¡::,

'1, 

| :.t,

t-value

No. of observations recorded at, 2 min intervals (5 muskrats in summer;
muskrats in winter)

Not significant (P>.05); all other t-values significant at P <.01.

-0.00311

-0.0033

-0.0030

-0.0020

-0.0033

+0.0012

18.00

8.50

11.88

L0.29

6,t+7

6 ,56

Reg. Eq.
(Y=a+bX)

-0.61

-0,79

-0.58

-0.32

-0.41

-0.10

y=3.h6

Y=3,32

l=3,tj
Y=2,89

l=?,56

Y=2,10

0.005¿lX

0.0068x

0.00ó4x

0.0057x

0.0069x

0.0062x

1"3,60

t2.22

7.39

3.1+8

4.Zo
.{Í

1 .04

Y=3,46

l=3,3t+

Y=3,13

l=2,8?

Y=2 .57

Y=2.02

0. oo34x

0.0033x

0.0030x

0.0020x

0.0033x

0.0012x

Þ
F
o\

rtÌi
rli
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regression coefficients (-O.OO5& to -O.0069) which were

usually at least double those in winter (-0.0020 to

-0.003þ). Whereas the latter seasonal differences were

highly significant (Covariance Analysis, P (.01), the

regression coefficients within either seasoTl were inde-

pendent of water T" (Covariance Ana1ysis, P ).05). The

net decl-ine in TO per 2J min excursion appeared to
j-ncrease in direct proportion to decreasing water T*'

at temperatures ranging from 10 to 3OoC in summer, and

Abdominal and Subcutaneous Temperature Responses :Lo

Immersion in lrlater at 2oC

The temperature response of a telemeter in contact

with IBAT was reversed. from that of telemeters situated.

from 6 to 3o"C in winter (Fig. 5), An unexpected reversal ,,,

of this trend was observed at 6"C d.uring summer, and at

2"C during winter.

Abdominal Rewarming Fol-l-owing Immersion in itlater

No significant correspondence was observed between

the rate of abdominal- rewarming following immersion in
water at 6oC, and the air T. at which rewarming occurred,

ei-ther summer or winter (FiS. 6). Seasonal comparisons

of rewarming slopes were not attempted, owing to sig-

nificant differences in the TO leve1s of muskrats in
summer and winter at the time of removal from water

(t-¿itrerence = 4"?2, P<.01).

r,,:j...li
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Figure 5. Mean net abdominal temperature changes ( A Tb)

of O. zibethicus during immersion in water ranging from

6 to 3ooc in summer (5 animals; 97 runs), and from 2 to

3o"c in winter (5 animal-s; ?4 runs). Vertical lines

d.enote the 95 percent confid-ence fimits of the means;

val-ues above and below thesè lines indicate the number

of runs 
"

O Summer

O lnlinter

ta.: a. a:.:. :' "4t.-:. - . -1
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Figure 6. Mean abdominal temperatures of 0. zibethieus

recorded during rewarming at air temperatures of 0oC,

10oC , and 20 to 23"C, foll-owi-ng removal from water at

6"C. Data were obtained from five muskrats in summer

(y¡ = 216 observations), and from five muskrats in
winter (t5o observations),

o

Air T. ("C)

0

1o
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l:. 1'.,::: :..-.: : :::i-' I
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in the abdomen, and overlying skeletaL muscle in the MDL

region during immersion in cold water (FiS. ?), Covariance

Analysis indicated that the Least-Squares regression

slope of the IBAT temperature response (+ O.O|goC/min)

was significantly d.ifferent from that of both the ab- ' ':';:,,.,';' 
,',','

domen (-0.o44oC/nin) and the MDI region (-0.033"C/nin) 
'

respectively (F = 84.3 and 16.g, P (.001).
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Figure ?. Subcutaneous (IBAT and MDI region) and

abdominal- temperature responses of 0. zibethicus to

prolonged exposure to cold. water (2"C) in winter.

Horizontal- and vertical lines denote means and ranges,

respectively; rectangular boxes define the 95 percent

confidence limits of the means. Values in parentheses

indicate number of observations.

t)_¡:.M

l.': r:' :

X Abd.ominal temperature ( I animals )

Subcutaneous temperature overlying
j-nterscapular brown adipose tissue
(IBAT) (3 animals)

- Subcútaneous temperature overlying
skeletal muscl-e in the mid-dorsal region
(rui,) (Z animals)

!::j::i.::l:t

i¿,i.,1:
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DISCUSSION

Body Temperature Regul-ation in Air
The metabolic rate (lvIR) of individual 0. zibethicus

over an air T" range of 5 to 30oC (FiS. 1A) represents

a marked departure from the theoretical model of heat

transfer in homeotherms (Kleiber L9?5). Activity has

been identified as a major source of error in estimating

resting MR in small mammals (Hart I9?I; Heusner I9?I),
and this factor may have biased MR determi-nations be-

tween J and 20"C in the present study. A,t lower or higher

temperatures, the need. for thermal economy or heat

dissipation may have precipitated stationary postural

adjustments which presumably overrode activity drives.

Thus, the thermoneutral z'or1e may aetually extend from 10

to 25"C as reported by Hart (1962) and McEwan et al. (l-9?4) ,

but true resting MR at thermoneutrality may have been

obtained only at ZJoC in single muskrats (Fig. 1A). This

hypothesis is consistent with the finding that the mean

I\IR of grouped muskrats (which exhibited minimal activity)
between 10 and. zOoC was virtually identical with that

of single animals measured at 25oC (Fig. 18).

Alternatively, the apparent plateau in IVIR between

approximately J"C and !5oC may represent thermoneutrality,

whereas the decline in IviR at higher temperatures is

indicative of heat stress (Fie. 1A). As suggested for the
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rock hyrax, Heterohyrax brucei (Bartholomeì¡¡ and Rainy 19?1)

such a reduction in MR at higher temperatures may occur

in response to a decrease in muscle tonus. Although

microtines have a poor tolerance to heat stress generally

(Chew L95L; lrliegert I96L; Beck and. Anthony Lg?L), be-

havioral responses for maximizing heat dissipation occurred

only at 3ooC in the present study. This observation,

together with the stability of TO at all air temperatures

above t5"C argue against the latter hypothesis"

Assuming 25"C is a thermoneutral T", the SIVIR of

9. zibèthicus (0.?5 cc or/S.h) is 12J percent of the SMR

pred.icted from its weight (8Bo B; 20 animals) according

to the formulas cc or/s.h = 3.A wr'o'27 (Morrison èt al"

1959). Elevated standard metabol-ic rates appear to be

typicaÌ of mieroti-nes in general. In a summary of tz

studies spanning 8 species of vol-es, Beck and Anthony

(ryfl-) reported SIVIR values exceeding weight-predicted

calculations by 38 to !!2 percent. These authors, ãs well

as Packard (]-968) have emphasized the adaptive value of

an elevated SMR in a group with presumed boreal origins
(Hooper I94g), 0f perhaps greater significance to 0.

zibethicus is the relatively shallow slope of thermal

conductance, c (-o,oz7 to -o.o2B cc or/e.h,oC), which

is indistinguishable from that (-0,o2? cc Or/e.h.oC)

obtained by Hart (L962), This value of C is 75 to 78

percent of the weight-predicted calculation based on

the formula: C - t.1o ulb-o'505 (Herreid and KesseI L96?),

i.ì
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:

implying that total insulation (pelage * tissue) in the

muskrat is excellent at low ambient temperaiures.

The T- stability observed. over broad. air T" limits
D

(fig. 3¡ has also been confirmed in other microtines 
;,:::,

(Hart and Heroux L955; Packard 1968; Beck and Anthony ::. .:::.,

ry?l). However, this finding is in sharp contrad.iction

to Hart's (tg6Z) observation that rectal TO in 0. zibethicus
:.

declined at all air temperatures below 1OoC, and cotl- :i:.,:..;:

versely, rose at all- temperatures above zooc. As details 
::.ir:::r:.

i .,", :. i.

pertaining to Hart's (1962) techniques for recording TO 1:; ;'r

changes are unavailable, it is not possible to resolve

this seemingly rnajor discrepency in results.
0n the basis of present data, it must be concluded

that 0. zibetñicus is capable of precise TO regulation
i

over an aír T. range encompassing the rnicroclimate of i

this species i-n nature (Part I). This capability may 
i

be largely attributed to an excel-l-ent pelage insulation, r

vasomotorreSponsesthata]-terperiphera1tissueinsu-
.::,:.::.1': -

lation in naked extremities (Johansen 196Z), and postural. :,

adjustments that modify surface area-to-volume rel-ation-. ," ' 
"

ships o

Body Temperatu-

Based on abdominal cooling, muskrats swimming under

laboratory conditions appear to be in a negative energy

balance (heat loss exceeds heat production) at all water

temperatures between OoC and JOoC in summer, and. between
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ooc and, ZJ,C in winter (rigs" 4 and 5), These findings

are reasonably consistent with Hartrs (1962) observation

that the rectal TO of this species fell at all water tem-

peratures below zOoC.

As in the present stud.y, Hartts 09eZ) ¿ata also

reveal that the rate of cooling increases in approximate

proportion to decreasing water T.. This finding, combined

with the observation that the regression coefficient (b)

in the linear equatS-on: In (TU - Trtrater Tr) = a * b (time

in water) is relatively independent of water T. (Table 1)

suggest that heat production j-s constant over most water

temperatures. However, this deduction contradicts the

gradual increase in IviR observed. by Hart (L962) and

Shcheglova (tg6S) when 0. zibethicus was restrai-ned in
water at successi-vely l-ower temperatures o

Based on the assumption that simil-ar MR responses

occur in free-swimmj-ng muskrats, the present results
suggest that pronounced abdominal vasoconstriction may

occur during immersion in water. Thus, I\m. may be adjusted

to maintain a constant thoracic-cranial temperature while

the vasoconstricted abdomen cools in accordance with the

thermal- gradient between abdomen and water. The un-

expected red.uction in abdominal cool-ing between lOoC and.

6"c during summer, and between 6oC anð,7oC during winter

(nig. 5¡ may reflect an increase in heat production at

these temperatures, perhaps triggered by a drop in
peripheral TO below a critical threshold. These conjectures

f i:1:'.:
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are speculative, however, and further metabolic studies

of muskrats in water are required to verify the relation-

ship between MR and TO during swimming.

ontrary to laboratory findings, swimmi-ng behavior

of O. zibethicus in the fie]d. was often accompanied by 
""

an el-evation of TO d.uring summer (Part II)' lhese

d.ifferences may be partialty explained by the restriction

,i of activity in laboratory tests, In ad.dition, the timing ,,i',,,,t

oftheforcedimmersionrunSinthe]aboratorymayhave
: - 

,1.1: ..-..

been out of phase with innate metabolic-activity rhythms,

and hence no a]l-owance was made for possible physiological

"anticipation" of entrY into water.

Compared. with other small- to medium-sized mammals 
i

studied to d.ate, the muskrat is relatively resistant to 
i

d.eep body cooling in water. Smyth (Lg?3), for instance, 
ì

noted a poor tol-erance to hypothermia in the free- l

.

swimming platypus, Ornithorhlmchus anatinus. In a

study in which experimental- animals were irnmersed. to the 
:

1t,t¡.ttr'

neck in water at 10"C, Spealman (Lg46) observed rates , -,:
. ;.r::.:.:

of cooling of approximately t,4}"C/nin in the laboratory ;t:':"'

rat, Rattus norvesi-gus (227 g) , 0.[g"C/nin in the

domestic rabbit, Orvctolagus cuniculus (3,59 kg), and'

i o ,I6"C/nin in the dog, Canis familiaris (2?.6 kg). lfl-i.

ïrlith the exception of the dog, these latter values all

exceeded cooling rates of muskrats at a sirnilar water

Ta d.uring both summer (O .1'/"C/nin) and winter (o.og"C/min) 
"

Although these results would seem to reflect the insulative i..,,:,i



ad.aptations (see above) and aquatic habits of

comparisons with values in the literature are

by variation in experimental design.

Seasonal Adaptations to CoId

Aggregation Behavior

The slope of thermal-

r27

0. zibetLriçuq,

complicated

conductance for aggregates of

or/e,h) represents a 33 percent3 0. zibethicus ( -0.016 cc

reduction from that of single animals (-0.oe4 cc Or/e.h)

measured over the same T" range (fig. 18), This compares

favorably with the 30 to 55 percent reduction in C noted

in groups of I to J bank voles, Clethrionomys glareolus

(Gebczynski l-969), and yellow-necked field mice, Ãpo¿èirüs

flavicollis (Fedyk l-9?L),

Such findings are consistent with theoretical expec-

tations of reduced. surface area-to-volume ratio and.

improved insulation resulting from group aggregation,

Moreover, the observation that extrapolated ivlR fails to

intercept the X-axis atrTO when MR = Q (extrapolated value

= 65"C) indicates a pronounced departure from the linearized

model of heat transfer (formerly called Newtonrs Law of

Cooling) described by Kleiber (19?5). The results imply

that C does not approach constancy at the lower critical
Ta, but instead continues to decline, possibly as a result

of more efficient huddling at lower temperatures.

It should be appreciated that the cal-culation of C

is of theoretical interest only; the lowest T" encountered

F" :..- :..

'.:
.:,
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by aggregates of muskrats in nature is probably seldom

less than OoC (Part I). At this T., the energy saving

resulting from aggregation in the laboratory amounts to

only about 1J pereent" 0f course, the actual number of

animals occupying a winter lodge rnay be at least d.ouble

that used in the present study (Parts I and If), and

hence this latter figure may be an underestimate. 0n

the other hand., the T. between adjacent individuals is

clearly elevated during huddting, and fiel-d studies (Part

I) revealed a marked. i-ncrease in lodge T" resulting from

group occupation. Thus, the exchange and conservation

of heat among the residents of a winter lodge probably

represents the maj or ecol-ogical ad.vantage of aggregation

behavior in 0. zibethicus.

Increased Resistance to Cooling

The improved resistance to abdominal cooling during

winter that was observed in the aquatic experiments is
clearly adaptive to foraging in near-freezing water.

This reduction in cooling may be effected through im-

proved. pelage, and possibly tissue insulati-on (vasomotor

adaptations) and/or increased capabilities for heat

production in winter. Despite the apparent increase in
buoyancy observed in muskrats during winter, the oxygen

consumption data argue against improved insulation.

However, caution must be exercised in extrapolating from

thermal conductance measurements in air, to insulative

i: .r: .

,, i -:

i rlt,.;,t;.tìt.1"
..'..,'-

i: . i:
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adjustments in waterc

The absence of seasonal differences in thermal con-

d.uctance confirms the results of Hart (L962) , and lends

support to Hart's (1956) tin¿ing that improvement of the

insulative value of the winter pelt is slight in this

species (11.9 percent). Comparable results have been

obtained. in seasonal acclimatization studies of other

microtines (Rigaudiere and Delost L965; Gorecki I96Bt

Cherry and Verner I9?5), as well as the wil-d Norway rat,

Rattus noiveÀiòus (Hart and Heroux 1963), The idea has

been advanced. (Hart 1962) tnat q. zibôtfrióùà is, to varying

d.egrees, cold-adapted. throughout the year, and hence fails

to exhibit seasonal ihanges in insulation. Perhaps the

need. for a waterproof pelage, combined with occasi-onal

exposure to cool, windy conditions d.uring sunmer foraging

(Part II) ñecessitates a good insulation in summer, âs in

winter. However, consid.ering the broad. aru:ua1 range of

aLr, and especially water T. in Delta Marsh (Part I), one

might still- expect seasonal differences in the slope of

thernal conductance' contrary to present findings.

Brown Adipose Tissue (BAT)

The elevetion of IBAT temperature in muskrats exposed

to cold. water during winter infers an active role of BAT

in offsetting hypothermia. This is, to my knowledge, the

first demonstration of a functional role of BAT during

swimming in an aquatic mammal. Results comparable with
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those in Fig. f were obtained in cold-acclimated hamsters'

Mesocricetus auratus, in which PohI (tg6S) noted an

elevation of subcutaneous IBAT, and concurrent decline

in subcutaneous thoracic and l-umbar temperatures with

decreasing ai-r T".

The strategic location of BAT provides for selective

heating of the thoracocervical- spinal eord, heart, and

great veins returning cooled blood to the thorax from

the peripheral circulation (Smith and. Roberts 1964) 
"

This function would seem particularly ad.aptive in an

aquatic species such as 0. zibethicus, which is capable

ofpronouncedcoo1inginnakedextremities(Johansen]-962)"

Inthiscontext,B1ixeta]-.(Lg?5)havecommentedon
the potential significance of BAT in minimizing d.eep body i

cooling in diving seals. I¡larming of spinal thermal re- l

ceptors by the venous drainage of cervical and inter- 
,

scapular deposits of BAT may also serve to suppress

energetically-costly shivering by skeletal muscle in ,.:
t -',,, r ,'

co]d(HorwitzandSmith79?I).Again,thisro1eofBAT
.',1-,'.tr'.may be espeei-ally ad.aptive in an aquatic med.ium where '''-;'''

shivering would presumably intensify convecti-ve heat loss,

resulting in highly inefficient heat utilization. In

fact, there was a noticeable reductiol-:. in shivering ii,'':,'i
!ì ;,:..:.:,.-:

among nuskrats exposed to cold water during winter in
this study. Brown adipose tissue may also augment the

heat prod.uction of a muskrat rewarming in a pushup or 
:

lodge following foraging activity in cofd water (Part II). 
i,,.':
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A comespondence between BAT mass and capacity for
non-shivering thernogenesis has been previously reported

(Smith and Roberts 1964; Himms-Hagen I97O), and Aleksiuk

and Frohlinger (lgZl-) observed an inverse correlation 
r:,.:: :!,..,::.¡..:,.

between IBAT mass and air T- in 0. zibethicus inhabiting :'r:':r:.: '

Delta Marsh. Si-mil-ar field results have been obtained

for other microti_nes (oioow and Hayward 1969; Hissa 
ii,,,r,,, j,,:.,:,.,,

and. Tarkkonen Lg6g; Seal-anð.er J 9?2), providing further it,,.,ì.,,,,,:.,:,',,

support for an active role of non-shivering thermo- ¡,,:,:, .¡1, .;

¡,,.:."-,:,,t,r,.,,-,"..

genesis in cold adaptation in this rodent subfamily"

Finally, it must be emphasized that IBAT temperatures

measured in this study are indicative of a trend onì.y!

The superficial position of the IBAT transmitter precluded
i

accurate temperature determination withín the tissue 
i

itself. Additional studies are needed to determine the I

i

'Imetabolic contribution of non-shivering thermogenesis to

aquatic thermoregulation in 0. zibethicus. This species '

is one of the largest non-hibernators known to possess 
i,..i.r,,,-',..;:,.,;.
...-:. . - .:.' :: ' :- :

brown adipose tissue as an adu1t, and conversely, it is 1,,,;r _,',;,

al-so one of the small-est aquatic mammals (rrving rg13), ""-"':"'1'''""'"

and hence one with the greatest potential for cold

stress in water.
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PART IV

A Note on ïrlinter Movements and Home Range in the

Muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus)

l.

''.: i.: :.
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INTRODUCTION

To date, a substantial quantity of mark and recapture

data have been gathered. for Ondatra zibethicus indicating

that movements within the summer home range seldom exceed

180 m (Takos L944; Beshears and Haugen I)J); ltüragg L955t

Sather ]rg58). Based on winter recoveries of animals

tagged in late summer or fall, it appears that winter

animals sel-dom move beyond the home range established

d,uring the period of open water (Ald.uous 19116; Fuller I95t;

Stevens Ig53; Sather ]g5B), Unfortunately, most of these

d.ata have been obtained from winter fur harvests, and

difficulties in live-trapping after freeze-up have pre-

cl-uded the accurate delineation of winter home range in
this species

The present study provides insight into the winter

movements and home range of 0. zibethicus based on the

distribution patterns of winter shelters, and on telemetry

observations of transmitter-equipped animals. The d'ata

reported herein were obtained while cond.ucting field
investigations of the microenvironment (Part I) and daily

activity and T.ody temperature patterns (Part II) of the

muskrat during winter.
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MATERIAIS AND IìMTHOD$

All observations were made in Delta Marsh, Manitoba,

between Ðec, 2 and Feb. 24, L9?3-?4, and between Nov. 6

and Jan. 4, L974-?5. Telemetry studies were conducted.

on three male and three femal-e subadult and adult muskrats

(625 to 9oo g) in L9T3-?4, and. on five male subad.ult and.

adul-t animals (200 to 941 g) Ln I9?+-?5. Live-trapping
methods have been described in Part If.

Ttiithin 12 hours of capture, each animal was equipped

with an i-ntra-abdominal FM transmitter (lrrlang Ig?2) , and.

was released at the site of capture not l-ater than 24 hours

after surgery. The continuous tone emítted by each trans-
mitter was re.Jeived- at a specific frequency on the FM band.

of a transistor rad.io (sony ÃM/F\V- cassette-Recorder, Model

CE-350 and CF-4OO) " Telemetry instrumentation and.

monitoring techniques have been deseribed. in detail in
Part II.

lilinter shelter definitions followed- Dozier (l-g4.A) and

Full-er (rgsi-). All distances indicated in the present

paper were paced off (estimated accuracy = I ¿O p"*"ent).
Daily maximum-minimum air temperatures were avairable from

the university of Manitoba Fierd station located within
?,5 km of all study sites. Lodge ambient temperature
(T") was recorded at hourly intervals with a Grant Min-
iature Temperature Recorder as outlined in Part I.

l:::.',i::riù
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RESULTS

Based on a total of 870 observations of 11 muskrats, 
: .,; :

J0 percent or more of all position determinations for each

animal- were made within 15 m of its major dwelling lodge.

For 10 of the tL animals, the maximum distance travelled 
..:,::,

from a dwel-ling lodge was less than 150 m" The exceptional 
""" '

individ.ual (No. Ð traverse d' 366 m in early December , L9?3, ;-.:,'..,

when it abandoned the lodge at which it was trapped and

relocated in a neighbouring todge complex. Once relocated,

the movements of this animal were comparable to those of 
i
l

the oiher individual s studied. The abandonment of the 
;

I

first lodge may have been i-n response to damage to this 
i
i

structure resulting from trapping efforts. 
I

Most foraging activity occurred within a 5 to 10 m 
i

rad.ius of a lodge or pushup, and telemetry revealed that 
r, :

.: :L)::

the distribution of winter shelters delineated home ranges r'j,':::::

fairly accurateJ-y. Feeders and. pushups were often dis- it.,'i

tributed about a dwelling lodge in a "stepping stone"

pattern (figs. t and 2), and telemetry indicated that

muskrats usually traversed intervening distances (especially :':

between lodges and pushups) quickly, via direct routes. 
:"';:'r;

In contrast, animals travel-ling along the zone of emergent

vegetation frequently moved slowly, stopping intermittently
(often > 5 min) 

i: ,..

During early winter there was also evidence of inter- 
,
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'::- j :::: :'

Figure t. Distribution patterns of winter shelters

used by O. zibethicus in Delta Marsh. Numbers indicate

distances (m) ¡etween associated shelters. Sites Ir 
,,.,,.,,,.:,,.

through IV denote the home ranges of the following trans- :'''"r''i ','':. '

mitter-equipped animals: ,,it" ,',',,
,:r. t: _ t, : t._:..

Site I Unmarked individuals

Site II Nos. 5 (male) and 28 (female)

Site III Nos" 3 (female) and þ (male) ,

SiteIV Nos. 1(female)anð.Z (rnale) i

O Dwelling lodge

O Feed.ing lodge

A Pushup

ffi Emergent vegetatíon (Scirpus spp.)

Route verified by telemetry (residents
of Sites II and IV)

Route verified by telemetry (residents
of Site III)
Potential route (not verified. by
telemetry)

i.,-,.::t,,,,, ':;,r',¡::,.



FORESTER'S BAY

47.5

SITE II

;:;.:

SITE I

SITE ¡II SITE IV
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Figure 2. Distribution patterns of winter shelters

used by 0. zibethicus in Delta Marsh. Numbers indicate

distances (m) between associated shelters. Sites V

and VI denote the home ranges of the foll-owing trans-

mitter-equipped animals :

Site

Site

V

VÏ

No. 9 (ma1e)

Nos. 6, ?, B, 10 (a11 males)

Dwelling lodge

Feeding lodge

Pushup

Emergent vegetation

Route verified by telemetry (resid.ents
of Site V)

Route verified by telemetry (residents
of Site VI)

o

o

A

E

l,:ì



BLIND CHANN EL

SITE V SITE VI
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group sharing of pushups, and in one case, of dwelling

lodges" Two of the four animals monitored at Site VI

during November and December, I9?4, for example, were

occasionally observed utitizing a pushup associated

with Site V (FiS. 2), There was no evidence of inter-
group sharing of any other shelters by animals from

Sites V and VI. At Sites III and IV, on the other hand,

two of the four transmitter-equipped animals (Nos. 1 and

2) utilized dwelling lod.ges IIII and LIV, and pushups

PIII and PIV during the period Dec. 2-I5, L973 (nigso

1 and 3A). 0bserved movement between IIII and LIV was

always via PIII and PIV, and never directly from one

lodge to the other (a d.istance of 78"6 m). By Jan" L!,
PIV had frozen out, and for the remainder of the winter,

Ivluskrat Nos. 7 and- 2 were confined to "island IV" with

its single dwelling lodge and associated feeder (FiS" 3A) "

As pushup use by these animals declined, feeder use

j-ncreased. Pushup PIIT remained i-n use throughout the

winter, and the two animals (Nos. 3 and 4) monitored at
Site fII contj-nued to use this pushup, although here aJ-so,

there was some indícation of decreased pushup, and in-
creased lodge utilization during late winter (fig. 38),
Increase in lodge use at Sites III and IV (especially Site
IV) during January and. February is also reflected in
slight, but significant (Student's t-test, P<.05)

increases in lodge Ta, which occurred despite declining

air T. (Fie. 3c)

::-:ìì.
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Figure 3, Changes in shelter use by 0. zibethieus

d.uring winter, as determined from telemetry observations

( > !5 min apart) of Muskrat Nos. t and 2 (A) and Nos.

3 and 4 (g), as well- as from lod.ge temperature changes

(C) at Sites III and. IV. Numbers in parentheses denote

sample size, and in the ease of ambient temperature'

mean values and ranges (vertical lines) are presented.

lodge temperatures are based on hourly recordings; air
temperatures are daily maximum-minimum recordings mad.e

at the University of Manitoba Field Station.

Dwelling lodge (I,III and LIV)

Feeding lodge (FIv)

- Pushup (Pfrf and PIV)

Air temperature

Shelter Use Index:

( rotat observations in shel ter/TotaL of all observations)
x 100

u
ø

E
N
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DTSCUSSION

As in summer (Beshears and Haugen L953; Wragg L955t

Sather 1958), the winter home range of O. zibethicus 
""''""'

is restricted., with few movements exceeding 1J0 m, and

most foraging activity focused within a 10 m rad.ius of
,:¡;.,,,,,:,',:

a lodge or pushup. Moreover, calculation of cumulative, .,1,,1,,,t :,.;:-. ::

l-inear distances between adjacent shel-ters depicted in 
: .,:,t.

Fig. 1 (range = gO.4 to 128 m) probably provid.es a r::::1:'l

fairly realistic estimate of the bread.th of winter home

range in this species. As suggested in Part I, simil-arities

in the maximum spacing of pushups may reflect optimal,

Iong-range distances for sustained underwater swimnning" 
,

The rapid swiinming often observed between lodge and push-

üp, as opposed to the slower movement along zones of 
l

emergent vegetation, may reflect the prevalence of air

spaces in the latter zorre (Part I) " ,;.,;,,,,,

It must be emphasized that the del-ineation oi each 
,.,,.,',.,.
... j.":. 

-:.:.

of the six sites (nigs. 1 anð.Z) into separate groups is .:.:

somewhat arbitrary, and nothing is known concerning

possible kinship relationships between animal-s occupying

adjacent sites. It is generally believed that a female ,-i,,,1.,

overwinters with her last litter of young, possibly in
association with one or more adult mal-es (Errington L963),

ït has also been observed that first litter young often

establish themsefves within 90 m of the female I s home i.:il':j,.'
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range (Errington 1963) " Therefore, it is entirely pos-

sible that kinship ties existed between as well as within

adjoining study sites.
The limited evidence indicating inter-group sharing

of pushups, and in one case, lodges in early winter (Figs.

L,2,34), as well as the trend for maximal pushup use

during this period (Part ï), may have important ecological

implications. Firstly, inter-group utilization of

shel-ters woul-d enhance' the thermal regime within these

structures, and. in the case of pushups especially, would.

inhibit ice formation in the plunge hole. Secondly, water

l-evels in De1ta Marsh are characteristically shallow

(Walker Lg65), and in the past, freeze-out has been

considered a major source of winter mortality in this
marsh (01sen Lg5g; Mcleod et al. L}SL; Errington L963).

In the two winters during which the present study was

conducted, shal-Iow portions of the marsh had frozen to

the bottom by late January and early February (Part I).
There would therefore seem to be strong selective pressure

for maxinal util-ization of peripheral food resources early

in the winter when these are most accessible. Such be-

havior would conserve food reserves in the immediate

vicinity of the dwelling lodge until la.te wi-nter when''

they would be essential to sustain the animals in the event

that ice impeded access to distant pushups. The view is
commonly held that muskrats can survive a freeze-out only

if they have access to such reserves in proximity to a
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lodge or burrow (Hamerstrom and Blake L939; Errington

L963; Revin L9?5),

It is also relevant to note that the net energy gain

resulting from foraging at distant pushups would probably

decrease as winter advances. Included in the energy expen-

diture of such activity is the thermoregulatory cost

of preparing for, enduring, and recovering from immersion

in near-freezing water (Part II), as well as the locomotor

energy required to reach and forage in the vicinity of the

pushup. As winter advances, cooler lodge, pushup, and

water temperatures would tend to elevate thermoregulatory

costs. In addition, the animals may have to break through

surface ice in the pushup plunge hole in severe weather,

As food reserves in the immediate vicinity of the push-

up are d.epleted, the foraging range about the latter must

also be increased, reducing foraging efficiency further.
AIl of these added costs for distant foraging during late

winter suggest that the progressive reduction i-n foraging

radius observed in this study represents a highly adaptive

modification of winter home range,
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SUMMARY AND CONCTUSIONS

The present study provides evidence of behavioral and

physiological- adaptations of 0. zibethicus for optimizing

thermal relationships with the natural environment. The

maintenance of a favorable microciimate, for example,

appears to involve the interaction of a number of diverse

behavioral mechanisms, The most obvious of these is the

construction of multiple shelters--a behavioral pattern

that attains maximal significance during winter. The

construction of well--insulated lodges and closely-spaced.

pushups and feeders during this season provides a stable

microclimate moderated by the presence of open water in
plunge holes. Thus, the mean temperatures recorded from

within these winter shel-ters were close to, or above

freezing (-4.6 to 11.ooC) in all cases. The lowest T"

recorded from the winter microenvironment was only -9,OoC,

despite external air temperatures reeord.ed. as l-ow as -3g.oo0. ]'.'."'i"':''
;:',: ,,, 

'r:_.;_,Moreover, field and laboratory studies indicated that :,ì.",

muskrats are highly gregarious during winter, and group

occupation of winter dwelling lodges resul-ted in mean

chamber temperatures (3 ,t to 11 . ooC ) tfrat closely approached 
,,,. ,,,,,, ,,,

thermoneutrality. In view of the finding that the mean

cumulatj-ve time per day spent by a muskrat in the winter

dwelling lodge was t3.6 hours, these lodge temperatures

seem significant in terms of energy conservation.
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In contrast, lodge use by adults appeared to be

minimal i-n summer, and these structures were sometimes

aband.oned. in favor of open nests or burrows during this

season. It is suggested that the abandonment of summer

lodges may occur in response to the high temperatures ."'"

(25 to 3O"C) encountered within these shelters' Pos-

sibly resulting from fermentative heat production. Burrows

provided the coolest, most stable microclimates in summer, ,:',.,.
:'.-:.:

with temperatures ranging from 8.5 to ?o.soc 
::,,

Aside from shelter construction and- hud.dling behavior' :

the periodic, labi]e activity cycle of 0. zibetnicus nay

contributetomicroc1imatestabiIityd.uringwinter.Tem-
l

poral segregation of activity ensures continuous, or nearly 
.

i

continuous occupation of wi-nter shel-ters by a varj-able 
'

number of ani..nals, and inhibits ice formation in plunge I

hol-es. Also, by staggering the use of a finite number of

feeding shelters, overwintering animals may avert crowding

and strêss; hence this aspect of behavior might indirectly
' :.,::.::.

facil_itate social thermoregulation 
,,:1,,

The absenee of a strong correlation between daily :;:::'::r

activity and. environmental variables such as air T. and

wind attests to the buffered winter microenvironment

of the muskrat. Seasonally, the strongest correlation ..

between activity and weather occurred in early winter

before the advent of a significant Snow cover, and in par-

ticular, during the period of open water in November. Late

falI and early spring were concLuded to be the only seasons . .',

;li ''i'

1.

:ra
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t,n5,

when 0. zibethicus is likely to be exposed to wind and low

air and water temperatures concurrently"

Muskrats demonstrate behavioral mechanisms not only

for maintaining an optimal microcl-imate, but also for
minimi zing exposure to cold. water during winter. This '.'

Iatter function is achieved largely through the closely-

spaced, "stepping-stone" arrangement of lodges and pushüPSr

coupled with the rapid transit of animals between these 1.,.' 
,

'.,'. 
: ì, 

...

shelters. A1so, telemetry studies have indicated that 
i::, 

jl ,

TL invariably declines during winter foraging, and muskrats : 
"r'D

appear to retard this decline by periodically rewarming

within pushups and feeders. Simil-ar TO responses have

been noted among juveniles in summer. It is hypothesized 
:

:

thattheneedtorewai^mperiod.ica11yduringforaging
activityinwintermayaccountforthegreatermeand.ur-
ation of excursions in this season (83 min) as opposed

to summer (55 min) n '

In addition to the above behavioral mechanisms e 
,...,:,.

muskrats may avoid hypothermia during foraging excursions .' '

in winter by el-evating T¡ prior to entry into water. 
"''.,."".

Such an elevation, it is suggested, prolongs the endurance

capabilities of these animals in cold water. The increase

in T- observed in this study was related to foraging time r j,i.,,:.,,,;;,D-
being maximal (mean increase - 1.zo1) for excursions in
excess of 4o min duration. Similar increases in TO were

not observed. during summer.

Iaboratory studies of abdominal cooling in water 
iü::li
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ú6.

revealed that muskrats were more resistant io cooling in
wínter than in summer, at all temperatures tested (6 to

30oC). Furthermore, laboratory investigations indicated

that abdominal cooling of muskrats swirnming in cold water

d.uring winter was accompanied by a concurrent i-ncrease

in the temperature of interscapular brown adipose tissue.

This finding, together with the absence of seasonal dif-
ferences in the oxygen consumption of muskrats in air
(-75 to 30oC), suggest that non-shivering thermogenesis

may be more important than insulative adjustments to the

winter acclimatization of this species. Brown adipose

tissue-mediated thermogenesis may not only retard hypo-

thermia in cold water, but could. also contribute

substantially to the rewarming of ani-mals within feeders

and pushups.

Fina1ly, evaluation of all field and laboratory data

col-l-ected to date, reinforces the interplay between

various group and individual behavioral responsesr âs well

as physiological adaptations, which contribute to thermal

homeostasi-s, energy conservation, and ul-tirnately survival-

of O. zibethicus.
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Appendix lA. A representative (randoml-y selected)

ZÞ-hour record of ambient temperature in Del-ta Marsh

in July , a9?4. Dashed line indicates a lodge (l¡o. 4)

containing a litter of young

Appendix 18. A representative (randomly selected) 24-

hour record of ambient temperature ín Delta Marsh in
July, 1975.

O Air
tr Deep water

o Dwel-ling lodge

¡' Shal-low burrow

Numbers in parentheses identify dwelling lodges

a ' ::.j.: -
:iajlr.I j.a
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Appendix 2, A representative (randomly selected) 24-

hour record of ambient temperature in Delta Marsh, in
January, Lgl5. Numbers in parentheses identify lôOges

and. pushups.

O- Air

El ïtlater

C Dwel-l-ing lodge

À - Feeding lodge

^ 
Pushup

C----c Abandoned dwelling lodge
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Appendix 3, Temporal series of mean daily lod.ge and.

air temperatures recorded in Del_ta Marsh, Ig?4-?5,

Each point depicts the mean of 24 recordings mad.e at
hourly íntervals.

o Air ( Stevenson Screen) i, 
. , , ,

":.'.'.lc-----O lodge No. T (abandoned throughout series)

.¡
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Appendix
data for

4.
all

Sumrnary of sex, body weight, and body temperature
muskrats censused at L5 to 240 min intervals, L9?3-74

Animal
Year No. Sex

Sampling
ltleieht(e) Period

Body [emperature (oC)

na Mean(s .E. ) Range

?3-?4 1

?3-?4 2

?33
?3-?4 4

?3-74 5

?46
?47
?48
?49
?t+ 10

?4 11

?t+ tz

?4 73

?4 tt+

?4 t5

?4 76

?4 t?b

?4 18b

?4 19b

M

M

F

F

M

M

M

IU

M

!¡

M

M

M

M

F

M

M

M

M

675

650

625

?50

900

755

810

700

94!
805

755

1100

t01-6

to55

1150

rn5
500

452

456

Nov.J0-Feb.1 t25

Dec .2-Feb. 1 90

Ðec.1-Dec.1J 48

Nov.JO-Feb.4 94

Nov.18-Feb.1 80

Nov.6-Dec.4 83

Nov.6-Dec.4 g0

Nov.6-Nov.18 59

Nov.l0-Dec.4 22

Nov.6-Dec.4 76

Nov.6-Nov.Jo 25

Jun.18-Ju1.19 98

Jul.9-JuL.30 tO6

Jul-.8-Ju1.J0 226

Jun.20-Ju1.2J 29

Jun.18-Ju1.19 96

Ju].19-Ju1.30 L1-6

Jul.19-Ju1.30 89

Jul.19-Ju1.30 2oo

38.1(.10)

37 .o(.o?)

38 .? ( .!2)

36.1( .13)

38.9( .06)

39.4(.o4)
40.6(.06)

40.8(.18)

39.6(.14)

38.4(.oZ)

38.4(.03)

38.5( .07)

38.9(.11)

38.6(.05)

38.7 ( .05)

37 .? ( .06)

38.4(.08)

34.4-40.?

35.3-38.4

36.0-40.3

33.6-t+o ,3

3? .2-40,2

38.8-40.3

39.4-4!.?

38 .9-42.3

37 .t-42.3

36.8-40.4

37 .8-39.1

37 .9-39.1

37.?-39.8

3?.4+9.8

37 .0-39.6

36.4-39.3

3? .3-39.0

Iunber of observations
b
Juveniles; all others classified as subadults and adults

i'.:.t.r',, r,i
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ror arr rnuskrats

Animal SamplingNo. Sex t4leieht(e) pei,ioa

20 M 79o Nov.16-Jan.J 252¡tt

2I F Z 55 ¡¡ov. lo-Jan. k 196 t1.o

22

23

24

25

z6

27

87t

505

732

Nov. J-Jan.2

Nov.1r+-Nov. 16

Nov.16-Jan.1

Jun.25-Jul . 1

n
(hours I days )

977

1030

1.085M

tsody Temperature ("C)

M_ean(s.n.) raffil
Range - 

Ranþe

87¡8

48t2

Jun. /-Jun. 14

Jun.11-Jul.11

39.t( ,04) 2.1 ( .10)3?,5-40.6 t,6-2.8'
39.9( .07) z,z( .r3)
37 ,B_t+z ,O t ,? _2 .i'
38 .8 (. 08 ) 2,)( .LL)
3? .u-t+o ,? t,g_z.Z'

96 ¡6

t44 t6

t?5tB

552 t23

M.4(.tz)
39 .t-44 .5

39.2( .o5)
38.0-40.4

37 .6(.03)
36.6-38.6

3? .5( .o2)
36.o49,t+

2.5( ,19)
2.2-3.2

1.8(.14)
t.tr-z.4
t.5( .o9)
t,2-1,,8

1.8( .10)
o,9-2,6

F
o\
¡\)
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Appendix 6, Daily activity patterns of 0. zibethicus

remotely monitored. at 5 tj o.¡) min intervals in summer

(A) and winter (B). For each Zþ-hour period, each bar

d.epicts a mean hourly activity index based on all obser-

vations (11 to Lj) made within a given hour.

:.. ..- . t. I

A Single lodge-dwelling muskrat (no. 26)
monitored June 7-L5, L975, and a single
burrow-dwelling muskrat (No. 2?) mon-
itored June 1l-Ju1y 1' l'975

B Five muskrats (tqos, 20 to 24, inclusive)
occupying T,odge No. 5, and monitored. i:'::':':

Nov. Il4-Jan, 5, L97t+-7 5 '' '

E - Period of darkness (sunset to sunrise)
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Appendix /" Changes in the group activity patterns

of O. zibethicus occupying Lodge Nos. 5 and. 6 between

Nov. 26, L974, and Jan. 5, Lg75r âs d.etermined from

hourly recordings of lodge temperature. For each 4-

or J-day observation i-nterval-, each point depicts the

mean of þ or 5 hourly recordirrgs (averaged across d.ays)"

Periods of presumed maximal- activity away from the

lodge are indicated as negative deviations (hatched

areas) from the overal-l , Zl4inour mean (dashed line).

E Period of darkness (sunset-sunrise)
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Appendix 8. Care of Muskrats in Captivitv

In addition to the holding cond.itions outlined in

Part III, two other methods were tried in the preliminary

phase of the study. The first involved placing animals in
,.__,_. t:

large wire mesh cages (35 x 35 x 9t cm) equipped with i"'t'''l

wooden nest boxes, food troughs, and water bottles. These

cages were located in a walk-in envj-ronmental chamber
,: .'. ,,,':

held at t5 to zOoC, with a photoperiod of 9l:15D. In the 
i..,:,..,:i

absenceofopenwater,êYê'andinsomecaSeSl.noSêand'
; r,t;,r;,,

tail infections developed in a few animals after L to'Z ¡.':r:1::

i
weeks in captivity. 

i

A superior method. involved locating a large circular
fibreglass tank (¿iam = 7,22 m; ht = 0,9! m) in a walk-in 

I

i

environmental chamber (Air T" = ZOÙC; Photoperiod = 1,6L¡8D). 
;

Thistankwasfi11edwithwatertoadepthof30CIIlrand'
an "artificial- lodge" installed in the center" The latter 

l

was constructed from a J-gaLIon metal d.rum. A right-angIe 
"

furnace elbow duct (d.iam = !5 cm) was sol-dered to a cir- 
j,;,,,..,,¡

cul-ar hole cut in one side of the d.rum just above water ;,., ,',
',' ' t;:';

level-, providing an underwater entrarlce. A wire mesh :::r:

(O.O cm) ramp was soldered to the inside of this duct, and.

was continuous with a wire mesh fl oor fixed to the inside

of the drum, 6 to 8 cm above water 1ev:1. Food was piovided i.t,l,.t.,

in the form of app1e, carrot, and cattail, Typha latifolia.
This latter set-up was used to house a transmitter-equipped

female (no. ?) that gave birth and nursed. a litter of seven

young within the above lod.ge during June , L9?l+. 
i;r.::,,



Appendix 9. A comparison of
days in captivity (Trial I),

Animal
No.

1

2

3

l+

5

6

8

9

10

11

Ta("C)

B

B

B

t5

t5

1,5

20

20

20

20

Trial- I

the metabol-ic rate (lvtR)
with the IVIR after t2 to

Date

Fe-r.,22

FeT:-.23

Feb,24

J an,2t

Jan. 20

J an,2 J

Feb.21

Feb.21

JUL,LZ

Jul.12

ilRa

t,39

1.11

L,22

L,t2

0.87

0.73

0.gB

0. 87

o,76

o. 86

Meanls.E.
( range )

Tria1 II

Date

of B 0. zibethicus after 1 to t5
18 days lã-lãÑftv (rriat rr)

Mar.10

Mar.10

Mar.10

Feb.7

Feb.7

Feb.6

Mar.11

Mar.11

JuJ-.2)

JUlZ)

t\[R

L,43

L,56

1.33

1-.12

L,23

o.g5

1 .00

0,9I

t.07

o ,69

a (cc or/e.h)

Time interval
( days )

o,gg!,06
(o.23-t,39)

t6

t5

ú

1,7

18

1"2

18

18

t7

t7

MR-
difference

+0.04

+o,l+5

+0.11

0.00

+o,36

+o ,22

+0.02

+0.01t

+0.31

-0,t7
I

L1¿!.97
(o .69-t,56)

+0.141. 05
(-o ,t7 -+o ,l+5)

H
o\
o\

.-t,ì

:jt
¡l\'
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Appendix 11.
(Z females, J

Rectal- and intra-abdominal-
mal-es) under light sodium

Mean(S.8. )

Range

n

Rectum
(tz cm)

38.o ( .30 )b

36,8-38,9

I

a

temperatures
pentobarbital-

AIl measurements
intra-abdorninal-
incision in the

The mean rectal
also 38. OoC.

lrOV¡ef
abdomen

37 .6(.26)

36,8-38,6

7

('C ) of five
anaesthesia,

were made with a YSI No. 4OZ
determinations, the probe was
body wall"

fb of eight non-atlaesthetized

Mid-
abdomen

38.o (,34)

3? ,ll''39,o

4

g. zibethicus aSeptember, 1973-

Upper
abdomen

ri
Lrì

ir:'

,):.

ilr
ii;
li.

38,7 ( ,16)

38,0-39,2

B

Tel-e-Thermometer probe. For
insertedthrougha4mm

animals at room T, was
F
o\
co


